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Chap. 164. resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special

COMMISSION RELATIVE TO THE EXTENT OF THE USE OF HARMFUL,
INJURIOUS OR ILLEGAL DRUGS WITHIN THE COMMONWEALTH.

Resolved, That a special commission, to consist of three members of the
senate, five members of the house of representatives, and three persons to be
appointed by the governor, is hereby established for the purpose of making an
investigation and study relative to the extent of the use of narcotics, marijuana,
LAD. and other harmful, injurious or illegal drugs within the commonwealth,
the underlying causes leading to such use, and the types of remedial action
which may be taken to eliminate such use. Said commission may require by
summons the attendance and testimony of witnesses and shall report to the
general court on or before the first Monday in June, nineteen hundred and
sixty-eight.

Chap. 48. resolve increasing the scope of the special commission estab-
lished TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY RELATIVE TO THE EXTENT

OF THE USE OF HARMFUL, INJURIOUS OR ILLEGAL DRUGS WITHIN THE
COMMONWEALTH.

Resolved, That the special commission, established by chapter one hundred
and sixty-four of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-seven, shall, in
the course of its investigation and Study, consider the subject matter of the
investigations and studies proposed by current senate documents numbered
639, relative to the sale and distribution of exempt narcotic drugs, and 653,
relative to the use of harmful drugs on college campuses; of current house
document numbered 870, providing for the civil commitment 'and rehabilitation
of narcotic addicts; of the investigations and studies proposed by current house
documents numbered 1355, relative to the use of harmful or illegal drugs on
college campuses, and 1911, relating to the use, possession, dispensing and sale
of marijuana; and of current house document numbered 3762, relative to
harmful drugs and misbranding food.

Approved December 26, 1967

Approved May 24, 1968
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RESOLVES CREATING COMMISSION.



Chap. 101. resolve increasing the scope of the special commission estab-
lished TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY RELATIVE TO THE EXTENT
OF THE USE OF HARMFUL, INJURIOUS OR ILLEGAL DRUGS WITHIN THE
COMMONWEALTH AND AUTHORIZING SAID COMMISSION TO FILE REPORTS
FROM TIME TO TIME.

Resolved, That the special commission, established by chapter one hundred
and sixty-four of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-seven, shall, in
the course of its investigation and study, consider the subject matter of current
senate documents numbered 54, authorizing a police officer to arrest a person
for uttering a false prescription to procure drugs; 55, authorizing a police
officer to arrest certain persons who are suspected of being in illegal possession
of harmful drugs; and of current house documents numbered 477, prohibiting
the sale of narcotic drugs to minors; 478, requiring the serving of a minimum
sentence for inducing a minor to use narcotic drugs; 1258, relative to arrest
without a warrant of persons found in unlawful possession of harmful drugs;
1260, relative to search warrants in connection with harmful drugs and imple-
ments used therewith; 1261, relative to the forfeiture and disposition of harm-
ful drugs, articles, implements and paraphernalia used in, for, or in connection
with the unlawful possession or use of any harmful drug; 2202, relative to the
forging of a prescription in order to obtain certain harmful drugs; 2203,
making the first offense for certain sales, possession and distribution of narcotic
drugs a felony; 2371, permiting arrest without warrant in the case of certain
offenses involving the purchase of certain narcotics; 2517, increasing the
penalty for unlawful possession of harmful drugs and making unlawful such
possession with intent to sell; 2518, making a first offense of manufacturing
or producing narcotic drugs without a license a felony; 2722, increasing the
penalty for possession of certain instruments, 2723, relative to the penalty for
failure of certain manufacturers and pharmacists to properly label a narcotic
drug; 2724, providing for the issuance of search warrants in connection with
the unlawful possession of harmful drugs; and 3302, further regulating the
possession and control of narcotic drugs. Said commission may file reports from
time to time.

Approved June 29, 1968
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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION
ESTABLISHED UNDER CHAPTER 164 OF THE RE-
SOLVES OF 1967 TO MAKE A STUDY RELATIVE TO
THE EXTENT OF THE USE OF HARMFUL, INJU-
RIOUS AND ILLEGAL DRUGS WITHIN THE
COMMONWEALTH, AND THE SPECIAL COM-
MISSION ESTABLISHED UNDER CHAPTER

48 AND 101 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1968
INCREASING THE SCOPE OF THE SPE-
CIAL COMMISSION ESTABLISHED TO
MAKE A STUDY RELATIVE TO THE
EXTENT OF THE USE OF HARM-
FUL, INJURIOUS, AND ILLEGAL

DRUGS WITHIN THE
COMMONWEALTH.

HISTORICAL NOTE: This is the seventh drug investigation in
the legislative history of the Commonwealth. As early as 1872
and again in 1888, legislative attention was directed to a con-
sideration of the subject.

In accordance with the mandate of the original Resolve,
Sen. Beryl W. Cohen
Sen. Donald Ryan
Sen. Ronald Mackenzie
Rep. Jack H. Backman
Rep. Robert Wetmore
Rep. Arnold J. Epstein
Rep. Joseph Manning
Rep. John McGlennon

were appointed from the Senate and House of Representatives and,
Mr. Hugh J. Crossland
Mr. Charles B. Dunnington

Dale G. Friend, m.d.
were appointed by the Governor, with the appointments being com-
pleted on March 4,1968.
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Thereafter, the Commission met and organized.
Beryl W. Cohen was appointed Senate Chairman and Jack H.

Backman was appointed House Chairman of the Commission. Dur-
ing the period between December, 1967 and July, 1968, no funds
were appropriated to give force and effect to the mandate of the
Commission. Nevertheless, during this period untiring efforts were
made by the Commission to get its investigation underway.
Thirteen hearings and public interviews were conducted by the
Commission and an informal but studious record was maintained
which is reflected in this Report. It must be noted however that
the total staff of the commission consisted only of one man for a
period of only 3 months, with no secretarial assistance.

Like other indulgences or appetites, drug use and habit is not
restricted to the poor or to the underworld. Indeed, it is so widely
known, as to be Judicially Noticeable, that there must be con-
sidered among others, a large class of drug dependent persons who
may be referred to as socially adjusted, and are found in virtually
every walk of life and level of our culture. And if, as was the ulti-
mate finding of the Commission, alcohol is to be considered as a
harmful drug within the mandate of our investigation, then the
number and type of drug dependent persons are multiplied expon-
entially world-wide and, as the Commission was later to determine
and find, Massachusetts and its Capital City have not only not es-
caped the deluge, but in fact ranks fourth in the Nation in the
number of its citizens who are or might become drug dependent
persons. It was however, readily apparent to the Commission from
its informal hearings and public interviews, that it was impossible
to obtain any accurate idea of the size of the drug abuse problem
or even if it actually existed at all, from simply the testimony of
those who had appeared before the Commission, no matter how
expert in their particular field they might appear to be. It was on
the one hand suggested as too great to be tolerated by any civilized
community and on the other asserted to be absolutely de minimis
and enlarged in scope out of all proportion by news media.

Without alarm but with serious concern, the Commission framed
a further more sophisticated and scientific program, asked for
funds, and sought professional Counsel. Ten thousand dollars was
appropriated in May 1968 by Resolve hereto set out above.
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In June 1968 by further Resolve, 13 Bills * (see appendices), filed
in the 1968 general sessions by colleagues of, or members of the
Commission, were referred to this Commission for study and
recommendation and its mandate was further expanded.

In August 1968, Special Counsel was appointed and in the same
month issued a Memorandum *(see appendices) to Commission
Members based upon the data gathered informally and the Com-
mission commenced anew. From August 1968 until the filing of
this Report, many employees * (see appendices) of the Common-
wealth and other private citizens participated in the Commissions
program of investigation and research as enlarged by Special
Counsel’s Memorandum.

With only a simply stated frame of reference as follows:
(1) Is the extent of drug dependency within the Common-

wealth large enough to constitute a definite problem?
(2) Is the problem now being adequately handled in the Com-

monwealth?

(3) What improvements if any, should be made in handling
the problem?

The Commission Reconvened.

Respectfully submitted,

Sen. Beryl W. Cohen
Senate Chairman

Rep. Jack H. Backman,
House Chairman

Sen. Donald N. Ryan

Sen. Ronald C. Mackenzie
Rep. Robert D. Wetmore
Ret3

. Arnold I. Epstein

Rep. M. Joseph Manning
Rep. John A. S. McGlennon
Dr. Dale G. Friend
Mr. Hugh J. Crossland
Mr. Charles B. Dunnington

James M. Walsh, Counsel
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The Commission, during its hearings upon the medical and
pharmaceutical aspects of the problem, considered and heard evi-
dence upon a vast array of drugs all of which are subject to
either harmful, dangerous, indiscriminate, illegal or illicit use. In
deference to the exact language of the Resolve creating the Com-
mission wherein the words, “Harmful”, “Injurious”, and “Illegal”
appear, the Commission restricted its survey to four drug sub-
topics listed and treated in what the Commission ultimately found
to be the order of the degree of individual or social danger as
follows:

ALPHA DRUGS. Alpha Drugs means any of the following,
whether produced directly or indirectly by extraction from sub-
stances of vegetable origin, or independently by means of chemical
synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemical syn-
thesis:

Cocaine, Opium and its derivatives of opium and compounds
and related chemical compounds by whatever trade name identified
including, but not limited to any substance, compound, salt, manu-
facture, mixture, derivative, or preparation which is chemically
identified with any of the following:

PARTI.

INTRODUCTION

THE CLASSIFICATION OF DRUGS

1. Alphaprodine
2. Anileridine
3. Cocaine

12. Mepiridine
13. Methadone
14. Metopon
15. Morphine
16. Oxycodone
17. Oxymorphone
18. Phenadoxone
19. Pholcodine
20. Phenazocine
21. Piminodine

4. Codeine
5. Dextromoramide
6. Dihydrocodeine
7. Dipipanone
8. Heroin
9. Hydrocodone

10. Hydromorphone
11. Levorphanol
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BETA DRUGS. Beta Drugs means Alcohol and any of the vari-
ous chemical compounds that are analogous to alcohol in consti-
tution and used as an intoxicating agent in fermented and dis-
tilled liquors including but not limited to any substance which is
chemically identified with alcohol.

GAMMA DRUGS. Gamma drugs means any of the following
whether produced directly or indirectly by extraction from sub-
stances of natural origin or independently by means of chemical
synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and synthesis:

Amphetamines and Barbiturates and their derivatives and their
derivatives and compounds and related chemical compounds by
whatever trade name identified including but not limited to any
substance, compound, salt, manufacture, mixture, derivative, or
preparation which is chemically identified with any of the following:
Barbiturates:

1. Amobarbital Amphetamines:
2. Aprobarbital 1. Amphetamine
3. Barbital 2. Dextri-Amphetamine
4. Butabarbital 3. 2.5 dimethoxy-4-methyl
5. Cyclobarbital amphetamine
6. Efiallybarbituric Acid 4. Methamphetamine
7. Heptabarbital
8. Hexethal Others:

9. Hexobarbital L Bromides
10. Mcphobarbital 2- Choral hydrate and derivatives
11. Metharbital 3- Ethchlorxynal

12. Methitural 4' E th inamate
13. Pentobarbital 5- Glutethimlde
14. Phenobarbital 6' Meprobamate

15. Probarbital 7‘
Methyprylon

16. Secobarbital 8‘ Methaqualone

17. Talbutal 9 ' Paraldethyde

18. Vinbarbital Unclassified, but included herein:
1. glues
2. solvents

DELTA DRUGS. Delta drugs means any of the following, wheth-
er produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances
of natural or vegetable origin, or independently by means of chem-
ical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemical
synthesis:

HaUucenogenics and their derivatives and compounds and re-
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lated chemical compounds by whatever trade name identified
including but not limited to any substance, compound, salt, manu-
facture, mixture, derivative, or preparation which is chemically
identified with any of the following:

1. Cannabis 5. Mescaline
2. Dimelhyltryptamine 6. Myristisin
3. Lysergic Acid diethylamide 7. Psilocybin
4. Lysergic acid monoethylamide 8. Psylocin

Charts listing many of these drugs, their medical use, symp-
toms produced and their dependence potential are shown herein
below. *{See appendices)

The Commission has studied a great many reports that have
been made during the past five years concerning the use of all of
these drugs throughout the United States, and the number of
persons dependent on them.

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics, a primary source of statisti-
cal data, shows 60,000 persons dependent upon the ALPHA drugs
in the United States. Many people of experience who appeared
before this Commission dispute this figure and say it ought to be
600,000. We have no reason to doubt either figure but feel that
upon all of the evidence, the truth probably lies somewhere be-
tween. It is important for the Commission to have national data
upon the subject because of the speed of modern transport and
the easy and quick migration of large numbers of people into
the Commonwealth. The relative secrecy surrounding the use of
drugs generally by the time the user becomes dependent, reduces
any attempt to compute the number of persons in the country or
in any given state, with exactness, to an exercise in futility. Many
drug dependent persons may carry on their work from day to day
having settled upon a certain drug equilibrium or euphoria based
upon an ascertained minimum dosage or consumption, determined
from experience and adapted to themselves to permit a reasonab-
ly normal existence. This condition is a common one among per-
sons dependent upon BETA drugs.

After careful consideration of the vast literature available con-
cerning the national situation and of the relation of the problem
of drugs in this Commonwealth to that in the Country as a
whole, the Commission presumes by this Report to make no at-
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tempt to even estimate the number of users of drugs within the
Commonwealth. We have however, arrived at certain service-
able approximations with respect to users of drugs who have be-
come drug dependent.

With these statistical data the Commission thereafter, and to
the greatest extent possible during the Legislative recess, consid-
ered the ultimate questions of:

(1.) Whether there are a sufficient number of drug dependent
persons within the Commonwealth to warrant legislative changes
in the method of their care, treatment and rehabilitation and;

(2.) What improvements by way of legislation should be made
in current methods of prevention of drug dependence in the early
stages of the Education and personal character development of all
citizens of the Commonwealth.

It is primarily to this dual task that this Report is directed.

Note 1. Appendix

In the literature on drugs, generally, several different frames
of reference are used in classifying users who have become depend-
ent. Some take a purely psychological viewpoint, others a psychia-
tric, still others a sociological point of view. The Commission
here attempts to adopt a set of definitions and categories in
terms of individual and social maladjustments having distinct
diagnostic and treatment implications within a statutory scheme
of cure, rehabilitation and prevention. The Commission does not
accept the popular notion that the drug dependent person is a dis-
tinct and different species of humanity. The Commission finds
these people to be quite ordinary and having problems quite like
the rest of the citizenry. The primary difference is that the drug
dependent person has an added anti-social characteristic of adjust-
ing to his problems with the use of drugs.

The Primary Drug Dependent Persons.
(Search for sensuous pleasure & escape.)

Users of heroin or ALPHA Drugs to any degree whatever cre-
ate a semi-realistic environment in which the user can pursue

THE CLASSIFICATION OF DRUG DEPENDENT PERSONS
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effortless and pleasure seeking activities. It’s use shuts out the
demands and stresses of adult responsibility and inhibits complete-
ly all self-critical attitudes and reduces both physical and psycholo-
gical pain. The inadequate personality views the world in a vague
nebulous, and essentially undifferentiated way. His goals, if he has
any, are limited to such things as a “nice job”, a “nice girl”,
“security”, etc., with no clear-cut idea as to what is required of
him in order to achieve these “nice” and acceptable goals. Being
overly self-centered and essentially immature, he has never learned
appropriate problem-solving techniques, and the concept of seeking
alternative solutions to life’s problems is not part of his reper-
toire of skills.

The inadequate personality is essentially dependent on peer
groups for reinforcement for his somewhat infantile needs and is
perfectly satisfied, most of the time, to accept their leadership,
direction, and control. This behavior is self-defeating for any ma-
turational process to occur, since this kind of peer group inter-
action maintains his inadequacy.

The behavior is essentially passive, dependent, and demanding in
a childlike way. A person with inadequate personality is generally
unable or unwilling to delay immediate gratification. Being a
shortrange hedonist, this type of addict operates on a “give me”
policy, but is unable to give of himself in any long-range or mean-
ingful way. He frequently not only expects, but actively demands
that other people or society take care of him and provide him
with a good living. His energy level is quite low, and his coping
behavior is necessarily limited. However, this low-energy level is
not the result of a psychological depression but may have a physi-
ological origin. Extreme cases of inadequacy approach a schizo-
phrenic-like condition, and sometimes these cases are classified as
borderline schizophrenics.

Drug dependency has specific adjustive value for the inade-
quate personality. Narcotic use limits his self-critical ability, pre-
venting the necessity to understand or change his role with his
peers or his environment. Second, it perpetuates his association
in a subculture where short-range goals are the rule and not the
exception, where neither work goals nor responsibility is demand-
ed of its members, and where the only criterion for member-
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ship is being a drug user. Third, responsiveness to situational
threat is reduced when the individual no longer needs or desires
what the environment threatens to deprive him of, or when he
is indifferent to the punishment or frustration implicit in unsuc-
cessful adaptation. Morphine reinstates his casual, indifferent,
and irresponsible orientation to life whenever it threatens to be
inundated by insistently disturbing elements in the current psy-
chological field. By merely injecting a needle in the arm he
raises his threshold to pain and reduces anxiety, providing him
with instant, effortless pleasure and feelings of omnipotence, self-
confidence, and power. And lastly, drug use gives him a purpose
in life wherein he can experience daily success; his drug-obtaining
behavior is constantly reinforced each time he is able to obtain
money for purchasing narcotics and each time he injects the
needle. In a peculiar, but real sense, he is a success.

The hypomanic exhibits an unrealistically high aspirational lev-
el, flights or ideas with a high energy level, and a correspond-
ingly high level of activity. His constant activities and schemes
are physically very demanding. This brings him into constant con-
tact with situations that might produce frustration or failure.
Since his planning is essentially unrealistic, he is bound to meet
frustrations and failures. In other words, there is a constant
discontinuation of his grandiose assertions about himself; namely,
that he is a “great guy” and the constant fear of having other
people find out how inadequate and incompetent he really is.
There is a constant threat to his intrinsic self-esteem.

One of the major problems of the hypomanic is the continual
attempt to win approval from others, since he demands that they
think well of him. When he gets the approval of an idea or a
scheme, he is temporarily satisfied until his compulsive “need”
for approval asserts itself. Then he must come up with an-
other idea or another scheme. Since any actual achievement re-
quires long and sustained effort, which he is unwilling to main-
tain, he goes from one scheme to another. He fails to achieve
almost all of them because he concentrates on getting approval
from others rather than achieving constructive work goals.

The hypomanic tends to use drugs as a means of reducing
the energy level and anxiety so that his thought processes be-
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come slower and more manageable. At the same time, the pres-
sure of his membership and approval needs are reduced, and life
in general is more tolerable. He tends to become more at peace
with himself and finds that he fits in better socially because his
hyperactive and often disruptive behavior is reduced. Specifically,
heroin allows him to feel good about himself, and in a sense, feel
more successful. It inhibits his self-critical faculty, allowing him to
maintain his gradiosity by insulating him from reality, but does
not eliminate the self-defeating process.

In addition he has a certain amount of daily, short-range suc-
cess, since he must muster up enough skill to guarantee enough
money for his drug use. He also finds membership in a group
of addicts rewarding, and each injection is a symbol of success
and psychologically a powerful conditioner. There is a distinct
possibility that an addict of this description will use less drugs
than a primary addict of the inadequate type or the depressive
type. His main purpose in drug use is to slow down control, and
“feel good.”

The depressive is characterized by an extremely critical attitude
wherein he spends most of his waking moments blaming himself
and others. Most of his time and energy are spent in negative
critical self-evaluation and negative judgments of others. He
tends to withdraw from physical action (although this might
solve some of his problems) because he is exceedingly fearful
of making mistakes and errors for which he might be critized.
He is excessively dependent on authority figures for guidance and
help and for a structure of his world, and completely disregards
opinions of his peer group and other nonauthority figures. His
perception of the world is limited and narrow, and he is quite
obsessed (repetitive) in his thought processes. His self-defeating
behavior does not resolve his problems because it keeps him in-
active, and his very inactivity proves to him that he is worth-
less, and an inadequate individual. He has negative self-concept
which he validates with his behavior.

The depressive’s highly self-critical attitude causes him to exag-
gerate many minor problems and to overreact to many of life’s
situations. He has a tendency to seek oblivion when acutely
frustrated. Consequently, he may take more drugs then he normal-
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ly would take. This is in line with the well-noted self-defeating
and self-destructive tendencies of the depressive, and may be
partly responsible for the large number of overdoses found among
addicts.

In the case of the depressive, the drug action allows him to feel
normal, since drug use reduces his self-critical ability and makes
life more bearable. In addition, it reinforces the idea that he is
helpless, inadequate, and essentially worthless because he “needs”
the drug or some external agent (who may be a therapist or
other authority figure) to help him feel “normal” or “secure”.

The cyclical addict, as contrasted to the depressive of the
hypomanic addict, tends to have alternating periods of hypomania
and hypodepression. Where the depressive and the hypomanic’s
moods are relatively constant, the cyclical addict has periodic mood
fluctuations. He vacillates between dependency and aggression,
the result of irrational hypotheses or assertions.

This kind of individual tends to seek out a dependent relation-
ship. This tends to elicit from the dominant person a comforting
and caretaking role which both persons enjoy. As the relationship
develops, he asserts himself and becomes more demanding and
aggressive. Since he reverses the role of the relationship, it be
comes a conflict basically unsatisfactory to both. The once-dom-
inating partner tends to reject the assertive behavior of the
former dependent partner. Being rejected is seen by the addict
as a catastrophe in his life to which he responds by going into a
depressive state. The depression itself tends to have physiological
concomitant states, making the depression more severe and pain-
ful. At this point the addict may resort to chemical agents to
alleviate his physiological and psychological distress, taking stim-
ulating drugs such as amphetamines. If the depression is alleviat-
ed to a significant degree, he may again become quite hostile
and resentful of his partner and then may try to alleviate his
hostility through taking depressant drugs such as heroin or bar-
biturates. At times, the cyclical addict may take a depressant
drug initially to start and maintain a dependent relationship in
the belief that he must have someone to love him at all costs.

The cyclical addict is basically unable to cope adequately with
either his internal or external problems; he adjusts throught the
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use of different drugs, i.e., barbituates, amphetamines, codeine
preparations (as in cough syrups), and heroin. His basic self-
image is one which does not allow him to see himself as ever
being able to cope with life’s problems without some kind of a
chemical intervention. One point of differentiation should be
made: The cyclical addict seems to be, at times, quite helpless
and inadequate, but he has a high energy level which can be
mobilized. However, he does not know how to control or channel
his energies; this is in contrast to the inadequate addict who has
relatively little energy at his disposal.

The cyclical addict uses heroin to quiet and control his hos-
tility and to avoid confrontation with his sexual problems. He
uses stimulating drugs frequently to bring himself out of a de-
pressive state; barbitulates, alcohol, and other depressives to
take him out of an anxiety state. “Speed balls” (cocaine and
heroin) are used by some addicts to enhance their sexual prowess,
as they frequently have gross feelings of sexual inadequacy. To
compensate for these feelings of sexual inadequacies, some also
commit “deviant” acts under the assumption that they must please
the female at all costs or risk losing her. This use of drugs to
sustain their sexual prowess allows them to feel more successful
and adequate only as long as they use the drugs. This reinforces
drug use. Since it does not change their basic self-image of
sexual inadequacy, this use is self-defeating behavior in the long
run.

Symptomatic addiction occurs primarily as a nonspecific symp-
tom in aggressive, antisocial psychopaths. The main disorder itself
is a form of gross moral agenesis in which the individual fails
to internalize any obligations whatsoever to conform to the ethical
standards of society. Of the various types of deviant drug ad-
dicts, he alone finds incentive in the illegality of addiction.

Drug use is an expression of antisocial and aggressive trends
whereby the addict feels he is getting one more unearned so-
cially disapproved, and forbidden extra thrill out of life and is
thereby “getting even” with society.

The Symptomatic Drug Dependent Person
(Rebellion of individual against Society)
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If he resides in the slums, the so called “jungle”, he will learn
antisocial values, and, perhaps, aggressive or violent behavior; he
will learn to value money excessively, he will think in terms of
“pay-offs”, he will see prostitution and other illegal activities as
being part of his over-all life situation. In short, he shares many
of the values that the majority culture deems worthwhile, but
since the values of the majority culture are difficult for him to
obtain because of his lower socioeconomic class status characteris-
tics, he lacks the necessary confidence that he can achieve and
be accepted in the majority culture. Since he lives in the lower
socioeconomic environment, he is fearful of venturing out; and
his real understanding of the majority culture, its demands, and
its rewards is acutely limited. (It is just as limited as that of the
middle-class person who cannot understand why an addict or a crim-
inal behaves in a particular way because they have a fragmented
view of the other persons environment). Any one act, depending
on the situation in which it occurs, can either be condemned
or admired. It is not the actual behavior but the person’s view
of it which is the important aspect. For an example, we cite the
‘esprit de corps’ of the Marines. Their loyalty to the group is of
paramount importance, and abiding by its rules and regulations
is rewarded. In the event of capture by the enemy, any kind of
disclosure of information other than name, rank, and serial num-
ber would be strongly condemned. An informer would undergo
severe sanctions, including court-martial. On the other hand the
same kind of loyalty to a delinquent group by a gang member
in the slums of one of our large metropolitan areas would be
strongly condemned and punished by society. At the same time, his
disclosure of information about the gang, or being an informer,
would tend to be rewarded by the majority culture while it is
strongly condemned by his own peer group. The individual involv-
ed would have to live largely among his own peers, where his
life sometimes would be threatened by disclosure of information
to the so-called “enemy”. He will, out of fear and self-preservation,
abide by his own peer group’s evaluations. Any kind of group
conformity is a self-protective device regardless of where it oc-
curs. It is, of course, understood that group conformity is highly
rewarded in all groups.
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The Criminal Drug Dependent Person
(Depraved Person Against Society)

The criminal addict is characterized by a generalized aggresive
way of life. He is generally rebellious against the more of the
larger society. He has a history of childhood delinquency. He
has a history of violence prior to drug use. He has a strong
identification with his subculture and adherence to its value sys-
tem. He also has a strong judgmental mechanism which tends
to justify his behavior and condemn that of others.

This type of addict tends to be energetic, somewhat grandiose,
believing that rules do not apply to him. He likes the idea of
short cuts to success, which tend to prove self-defeating and inef-
ficient. He likes, in his way, the role of the underdog the
role of the martyred hero who is the subject of all of society’s
cruelties. He gets a feeling of identification and importance from
fighting against his oppressors.

The criminal pattern of the criminal addict is usually that of a
“Jack-of-all-trades”. He would have many possible avenues for
self-gratification and is rather adaptive in his general antisocial
operations.

He finds gratification and a real purpose for his existence in the
life of the drug world. He tends to be an habitual user who
may occasionally become slightly addicted but is capable of taking
himself off drugs. He likes his autonomy and does not wish to
surrender it through the use of drugs. He is involved in selling,
possession, hustling, and the general life of the addict world.

The situational addict attempts an adaptation to status depriva-
tion as a means of achieving ascendancy or position in a status-
depriving society. He tends to be a social user of drugs and
identified with an outlaw subculture. The typical criminal pattern
is of a minor nature which might include bootlegging, bookmak-
ing, gambling, and other racket activities. His interest in drugs
is usually the result of acceptable social activity in his youth
where he wants to be an accepted member of a group. Or he
tends to achieve status by using drugs, by being ‘hip’ and “in

The Situational Drug Dependent Person.
(Group Member Against Society)
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the know”. His main effort, however, is directed toward the mak-
ing of money and what money can bring.

This type of symptomatic addict may, on occasion, sell drugs;
this is usually in his early years and depends entirely on the
penalties that are meted out for drug peddling. He tends to be
fairly rational in his choice of activities, and he gravitates to-
ward those activities which bring the greatest reward for the
minimum risk. Again, this depends on his own personality, his
own abilities, and the acceptance that he gets from the people
in the decision-making positions in the rackets. He may prefer to
become a bookie, but he will settle for other illegal activities
if he is rejected by the gambling bosses. When he is incarcerated,
he tends to see incarceration as a very painful experience. Since
he is interested in an early release, his prison behaviour is gen-
erally cooperative and uneventful.

The use of drugs has several adjustive features for this type of
addict. First, it is a status-gaining device to sustain member-
ship needs with his peers. Secondly, drug use allows him entry
to the “life” or “hip” world of entertainers, or the society of
“cool cats”. Because he finds a measure of success in using drugs
in this way, he does not seek to compete with the “square” until
he has been incarcerated or hurt by his behaviour, and he begins
to outgrow or grow away from the idols and sees the subculture
in its true perspective.

Success and Failure Type Drug Dependent Person.
(Frustrated Personal Goals)

In general, this type of addict comes from the upper-lower, or
lower-middle class. His parents usually are hard-working and rela-
tively respectable. Generally his parents were hypercritical, hav-
ing frequently frustrated his efforts to achieve any long range
goals, and have “programmed” him for a self-concept which
states; “Everything I do is wrong and I cannot succeed”. He tries
to be socially mobile, and he wants to be a “success”. He usually
is of average or above-average intelligence and regularly achieves
at a higher scholastic level than other criminals. His family ap-
pears to be slightly more influential and in a position to help him
achieve various goals, if and when he would map out a program
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for himself. Being accustomed to failing, he develops an inordinate
amount of fear of failure, and since success is an unknown quanti-
ty with him, he becomes increasingly tense as he approaches a
stage of success.

It is then that he escapes this tension-filled situation by com-
mitting some stupid act of antisocial behavior or by escaping
from it by the use of drugs, such as barbiturates, cough syrup
with codeine, heroin, and/or alcohol. These drugs give him an
excuse for failing or not sustaining his level of success, while at
the same time they relieve his conflicts temporarily (excellent
reinforcer). When he engages in these antisocial activities, this
behavior removes him from the possibility of a successful situation
by arrest, and his feeling of being a failure are then reinforced.
He usually becomes hostile when he uses barbiturates and/or
alcohol, and he tends to externalize (project) the source of his
problems and sees himself as a failure or as someone who is
helpless to overcome his difficulties.

In his relationship with females, he tends to take out much
of his aggressiveness on them. His relationship to authority is
particularly interesting; on the surface he seems to be quite
agreeable, but in his own way is very anti-authority, rejecting
treatment by always finding some other form of treatment which
he thinks will be more effective with him.

He will also denigrate the authority that he is working with.
If he is involved in group therapy, he lauds the advantages of
individual therapy; if he is in individual therapy, he lauds the
advantages of chemotherapy or some more esoteric form of treat-
ment which he believes would be more effective for him. When he
doesn’t work at his problems, it is usually because he is afraid
of ultimately failing, and insisting that success should come with
little effort on his part. He then blames the therapist or the
kind of therapy as the reason for the lack of success that he is
experiencing. If he succeeds in spite of himself, he sometimes
thinks that he has arrived and stops trying. In sum, he is self-
sabotaging and he has great difficulty in working systematically
on his problems. With a woman, he insists that she must love
him regardless of how he behaves. As a result of this thinking,
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a mutual traumatic relationship of a sadomasochistic type de-
velops.

Drug use has several adjustive functions for the success and
failure addict. First, it provides the addict with a “real” excuse
for failure or not sustaining a level of success. Second, it rein-
forces his basic negative self-image that he is a failure. Third,
drugs temporarily blot out the conflicts and depressions that de-
velop with each crisis. And last, drugs help reduce temporarily
the sexual problems he may be having, and the type of drugs used
(stimulant or depressant) will usually indicate the problem he
tends to have at a given time.

The Beta-Type Drug (Alcohol) Dependent Person.
*Note 2. Appendix

In line with the Commission’s adoption of a Classification of
Drugs generally, according to the degree of individual or social
danger inherent in their use, to Beta drugs or alcohol dependent
persons we give special treatment in this Report.

Personal and individual dangers aside, the social consequences
of Beta Drug dependence are virtually incalculable. In addition
to a high morbidity and mortality rate, its dependence is severely
contageous and it underlies every kind of aberrant conduct in
society at large.

Dependence on its use promotes, divorce, desertion, poverty,
promiscuity, illigitimacies, physical abuse, cruelty and violence
to life and property. It disrupts family life, severely damages the
mental and physical well being of children and causes delinquency,
drop-out, crime, neurosis, psychosis, psychopathy, and premature
death.

In general, this type of drug dependent person comes from
every level of society, both sexes and at every age from child-
hood to old age. Indeed its abuse is so widespread that the whole
of soceity itself is said to be dependent on it.

The majority of Beta Drug dependent persons are between
30 and 50 years of age, are married and gainfully employed.
They usually have an ususual amount of stress and deprivation
in their lives. They are unable to develop close and meaningful
interpersonal relations. They experience difficulty in controlling
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their impulses and tolerating frustration. These characteristics
are found in Beta Drug users, but occur in many persons. The
reliance on alcohol as a means of dealing with these personal
tensions and discomfort points to the possible key role of psycholo-
gical factors in the development of a drinking problem. The
established relationship between emotional crisis and changes in
drinking patterns suggest further that the psychological elements
play an important role. The drug dependent personality as de-
scribed in this report is one well known to researchers, clinicians
and counselors of alcoholics. There is no agreement among re-
searchers that there are a certain number of traits that may be
said to make up the “alcoholic personality” or whether or not
they are the cause or the result of drinking.

Psychiatrists and psychologists have achieved some agreement
in their reporting of treatments of Beta Drug patients using de-
scriptions such as neurotic, maladjusted, unable to relate to others
effectively, sexually and emotionally immature, isolated, depend-
ent, unable to withstand frustration or tension, poorly integrated,
marked by deep feelings of sinfulness or unworthiness. Some
have suggested that Beta Drug Dependence is a kind of “death
on the installment plan” or “suicide by inches” as Dr. Karl Men-
ninger described it. It seems that alcohol is an attempted self-
cure of some deep inner conflict. Freud and others proposed
that excessive drinking represents an attempt to repress uncon-
scious homosexual instincts.

Major scientific efforts have attempted to find genetic metabolic
or physiological factors that would account for Beta Drug de-
pendence developing in human beings. These efforts have often
been related to the concept of finding a “magic” or single shot
cure but to date efforts to isolate such chemical substance which
are the cause or present a possibility of a cure have been un-
successful. Although there seems to be a propensity for the
children of Beta Drug Dependent persons to develop the alcoholic
pattern themselves, there is no evidence that there are hereditary
factors involved. Repeated studies in this area have strengthened
the position that environmental factors are the dominant ones
in producing excessive and alcoholic drinking patterns.

Where total abstinence is the prevailing attitude in a group
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there is a corresponding rareness of Beta Drug dependent per-
sons among the members of the sub-group. Abstinence as an
attitude usually develops as a result of religious principles, tra-
ditional concepts or other convictions. Drinking of alcoholic bev-
erages among these groups is regarded as a most serious anti-
social act which is without justification and is either immoral or
sinful. Exceptions are not tolerated and infractions are strongly
condemned.

Ambivalence develops where there is a strong conflict between
co-existing value structures relative to the use of alcohol. Confu-
sion and mixed feelings are common. Ambivalence occurs, for
example, when the rate of cultural change is so rapid that pre-
viously stable attitudes about alcohol disintegrate and new values,
still vaguely defined, are emerging. Ambivalence is also common
in siuation in which there is close contact between groups hav-
ing clearly different values, such as an abstinent one and a per-
missive one. Where marked variability and inconsistency of feel-
ings surround the use of alcohol in a social structure, as in our
own society, ambivalence usually predominates, and Beta Drug
dependence is a common problem.

Several religious, ethnic and cultural groups have a highly per-
missive attitude toward the use of alcohol, although variations
in the types and extent of permissiveness distinguish them. Usual-
ly permissiveness includes the early exposure of children to al-
coholic beverages, introduction of alcohol within the nuclear fam-
ily and usually the drinking of alcohol according to custom or
tradition. Differences include the restriction of alcohol to cere-
monial rites, religious practices or other well-defined custom; in-
tolerance as to variation from prescribed uses or to excesses
and over-indulgence; and such close control that permissiveness
is allowed only within the framework of specific settings and
circumstances. Any or all of these may pertain.

The attitude of total permissiveness does not exist in a pure
form, but some attitudes approach it. In its pure form permissive-
ness would tolerate any type of drinking as well as behavior
resulting from intoxication and pathology arising from excesses.
Festive occasions enjoyed by certain groups may demonstrate
at least elements of this attitude. Drunkeness becomes the norm
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and almost a part of the ritual of the occassion, when all moder-
ation is abandoned.

A tentative model for understanding Beta Drug dependence is
the individual who is likely to drink excessively and cause danger
and harm to himself and others by continuation of this pattern
and who invariably:

(1) Experiences intense relief and satisfaction and relaxation
from drinking, and who

(2) Has certain personality characteristics, such as difficulty in
dealing with and overcoming frustration, depression and
anxiety, and who

(3) Is a member of a culture in which there is both pressure
to drink and culturally induced guilt and confusion regard-
ing what kinds of drinking behavior are appropriate.

The precise inter-relation of these factors is not determined and
perhaps cannot be determined, but it seems clear that the three
factors are widely prevalent in our society and in highly urbanized
areas when tensions are widespread and at a high level.

The Beta Drugs dependency pattern is complex and not easy
to get at. It is clear that no single personality problem can in-
variably be found in a given group of drinkers, just as research
into the chemical aspects of drug dependency, yield no single
causative factor. However, there is always some kind of person-
ality problem. Life is full of potentially threatening events, yet
most of us control them and deal with them in some adequate
way. But for the person predisposed to use alcohol for depend-
ency purposes, life crises turn him to alcohol. When he feels
anxious or depressed he turns to alcohol and finds relief in the
drinking. Alcohol works to relieve tension and anxiety in a way
that is most effective. Thus we have within the Commonwealth
a group of people who number more than 200,000 who use alco-
holic beverages to respond to the threats and tensions of life.
Ingestion of alcoholic beverages brings almost immediate relief
and the initial stimulating effect of beverage alcohol brings a
sharp rise in self regard and an elated mood. Eventually there
is a wearing off of the drug euphoria and a return of the tense-
ness and then the magic of alcohol must be administered again
and again.
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Alcohol is an excellent pacifier for disappointment and rage.
It is a potent means of carrying hostile impulses in order to
spite parents, employers, spouses and friends. It also allows the
drinker to punish himself in a satisfying way. Thus alcohol is
both the problem and the cure for the problem that the Beta
Drug Dependent has. In the case of an excessive user he gets
four benefits from a single extended drinking experience:

(1) He gets immediate relief to tensions facing him.
(2) It permits him to punish significant persons in his life.
(3) It also gives sufficient suffering to the user so that he

has a bad conscience and suffers remorse, which
(4) Feeds back stressful stimuli so that the whole procedure

can be repeated.
This dependency is learned in repeated encounters. There is an

anxiety-alcohol-relief cycle and this pattern is repeated over and
over again. It becomes an overlearned situation. In the beginning
a person may use alcohol in order to deal with some particularly
stressful situation, but eventually the person becomes less and less
adaptive. He becomes less able to deal with life in its ordinary
expressions and turns to using alcohol for extremely inappropriate
responses to a variety of small or irrelevant threats. Thus the
pattern of Beta Drug Dependency is learned and becomes rein-
forcing on itself.

While there is no single personality type in the case of alco-
holics or excessive and problem drinkers, a certain number of
characteristics are found which cannot be ignored in understand-
ing the nature of the Beta Drug dependency type. The most
frequently found characteristics closely parallel findings in other
studies of drug dependency with regard to Alpha Drug depend-
ent persons. They are as follows:

(1) There are an unusually high level of aspirations together
with limited actual achievement. The excessive drinker and user
of alcohol thinks of himself as deserving a great deal more from
life than he is getting.

(2) There is poor restraint and control over his impulses.
(3) There is a tendency to withdraw from the environment and

a great difficulty in establishing smooth relationships with people.
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(4) There is a rather self-centered thinking pattern.
(5) There are wide and poorly controlled shifts of mood.
(6) There is a need for inflicting self-punishment.
(7) There is an underlying wish for a passive role.
(8) The alcoholic is estranged from people. He is suspicious of

their motives.
(9) He tends to be depressive and there is a sense of hope-

lessness, futility and sadness. His feelings are of being worthless
and describes a great boredom and loneliness. Thirty-three per-
cent make suicide attempts and twenty-five percent have had life-
threatening accidents.

(10) He is hostile. Alcohol permits the expression of this
hostility, sometimes overtly in the early phases of drinking, but
more usually and consistently in the passive aggressive drinking
pattern that inflicts great pain on himself and people around him.

(11) There is frequently a certain degree of social and sexual
immaturity. The emotional immaturity of the excessive and prob-
lem drinker is one of his most observable tendencies and it in-
cludes a pattern of moodiness, demands that one’s desires be met
promptly, having a violent temper, expressing one’s emotions
through acts rather than words. A very prevalent symptom of
Beta Drug dependent persons is ambivalence toward authority.

There is a constant struggle between the need to be dependent
and subservient and the need to be dominant and mighty. A
common example and a tragic one is the alcoholic who marries a
dominant wife because of his need to be dependent upon some-
one. Low frustration tolerance is a part of the pattern of emo-
tional immaturity. It is this inability to withstand frustration and
anxiety that often causes the alcoholic to resume his drinking.
Low self esteem is another characteristic of the excessive drinker
and he often drinks to relieve his feelings of inadequacy and
this is sometimes balanced with a feeling of grandiosity. Be-
cause of Ms drinking it is not unusual to find them social iso-
lates. Perfectionism and compulsiveness are characteristics that
produce guilt. In setting unrealistic goals for himself or unrealis-
tic standards he is bound to fail. There is nearly always a sex
role confusion for the alcoholic. This particular aspect of the
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alcoholic personality is emphasized by psychiatrically oriented
therapists and there is clearly observable evidence that the Beta
Drug dependent has great fears about his or her sexuality and
often uses alcohol to avoid normal sexual relationships.

The Beta Drug dependent person passes through a number of
stages characterized by some rather definite patterns of behavior
and drinking. In the early stages of abnormal drinking the ex-
cessive drinker begins taking more alcohol than the normal social
drinker with whom he associates himself. In this stage he sees
himself as a social drinker. The warning signs in this stage are
that the person is drinking more than the people in his social
and peer group and furthermore is drinking at a rate of intake
greater than formerly necessary for him. He is spending more
time drinking, more nights each week and more total time in
the week. He moves from this pattern to sneaking drinks since
he cannot drink in the accepted social pattern. He drinks round
per round with his friends but gets in a few extra. He begins to
adopt stratagems to get still more to drink, like ducking out of
the bar and going up the street and them coming back. Or he
may simply go from bar to bar so that acquaintances will not
recognize the enormity of his intake. At home he makes drinks
for himself and away from home he finds out where the strong
liquor is and makes it available to himself. He will take a num-
ber of drinks to prepare for any social drinking occasion where
drinks or time may be limited. This pattern manifests his avid-
ity for alcohol and the drinker in this stage is seldom aware of
what this pattern of sneaking portends. He finds that alcohol
relieves the tensions he faces. He feels better for drinking, more
competent and more self-assured. This increased drinking brings on
a distinct increase tolerance for alcohol so that a given amount
of alcohol affects him less, gives him less of the relief he seeks,
than it did formerly. In this stage the drinking is quite heavy
yet the excessive drinker is characterized by being able to hold
his liquor. From this there follows the pattern of rapidly drink-
ing; taking several drinks in succession. There is even some ques-
tion that the alcohol is actually being drunk in the traditionally
understood sense, but rather ingested. The drinking is not so im-
portant as getting the alcohol into the stomach and blood stream
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as quickly as possible. The drinker in this stage begins to think
of himself as different from other people and there begins the
shunning of friends whose unspoken criticism of his drinking he
senses. Outspoken critics of his drinking are deliberately avoided.
He begins to absent himself from the usual round of activities of
his former associates, begins missing appointments and invents
excuses and explanations for doing so. There develops a certain
guilt about this for he knows he is covering up in order to drink
in the pattern he feels is necessary. He has entered the stage
where he feels he needs alcohol to function effectively. The
drink for fortification to fit himself for routine activies becomes
the rule. Drinking has become a necessity for function and he
drinks for the effects of the alcohol with little social reference.
At this period he is frequently drinking to the point of drunken-
ess. This hard drinking leads inevitably to physical consequences.
Losses of memory occur. On recovering from a drinking bout
he discovers he cannot remember any of the later stages of his
drinking. By this time his behavior has become unacceptable
and he cannot remember how he disgraced himself. He begins
probing friends later to find out what happened. There is no
need probing his own memory for his memory has not recorded
the experiences; there is no imprint to recall. These amnesiac
spells are sure signs of Beta Drug Dependence. This stage is
frequently described as a Blackout, but this is misleading for
there is no unconsciousness. This is a shocking phase to most
drinkers for there is clear evidence that he is being harmed
by his drinking and perhaps doing or capable of doing great harm
to others both in word and deed.

It is often possible to begin successful treatment and therapy
at this point but more often the drinking pattern is reinforced
by the fears that the amnesia produces in the excessive drinker.
If he does continue to drink beyond this point the frequency of the
amnesia increases.

Once the dependent person begins to have no power over either
the amounts or the times he will drink he has lost his capacity
to regulate his drinking. He enters a stage in which one drink is
too many and a hundred not enough. He has become a compulsive
drinker. There is loss of control. This means that once he makes
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the decision to have a drink he is powerless to quit until he is
drunk to a state of helplessness or unconsciousness.

The drinker in this stage narrows his interests and indeed
drinking becomes his primary interest. Doing anything is lost
time from drinking. He loses friends and interests that have often
been maintained over a lifetime. There is usually a loss of work-
ing efficiency which is noticed by the employer as errors creep
into the persons work. He is tardy and begins missing time from
work. Absenteeism becomes a pattern. Industrial managers learn
that frequent Monday morning absenteeism is a likely sign of
Beta Drug dependence. The pressure of work as such demands
drink to function in his job. He begins to drink in the daytime
either at lunches or sneaking drinks on the job.

By now it is obvious to close associates and spouse that a
serious problem is developing. He avoids these contacts as much
as possible. The increased pressures that significant persons in
his life can create for him makes his position more insecure and
exacerbates his drinking. During this stage the addict sees him-
self as worthless; there is a long catalogue of tasks he has failed
and friends he has harmed. His selfesteem is low and is beset
with remorse at the way he has let himself and everyone else
down. This remorse is usually compensated by a dwelling on
past achievements, exaggerating these achievements in a grandi-
ose way to impress those who are still willing to tolerate him.
He begins telling lies to put himself in a better light. At this
stage he spends large amounts of money to give credence to his
grandiose claims. It is not uncommon for an addict in this stage
to spend an entire pay-day in a bar in one afternoon buying
drinks for himself and others. He begins accumulating debts and
his family is consequently affected and is forced to live at a lower
standard than formerly. There is no way to calculate the true
cost of Beta Drug dependence, but researchers and workers in
the field have calculated the cost of an eight-day bender, with
four days drying out time to be in excess of $5OO, including
lost time, actual expenses and replacement costs of items lost,
mutilated or destroyed. At this point the married alcoholic is a
dependent person; he is addicted to alcohol and has lost all ef-
fective control of his life. His wife takes care of every signifi-
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cant thing in the life of the family while he takes care of the most
significant thing in his life drinking. The alcoholic becomes
aggressive and coarse toward his wife, and others, especially those
who express a desire to help, and he may abuse the spouse
physically and abuse his children. The result of such behavior is
to contribute to a growing animosity toward him. The remorse
and guilt over these outbursts provide excuses for dinking. He
begins to see himself as a victim and to reinterpret events in
his life in a paranoid way. Bad things happen to him, he is not
the originator, he feels that others are the cause of his failures.
Self-pity and remorse are characteristic. This stage of paranoid
interpretation leaves the addict with a feeling of hostility to all
around him. He sees the world in a way that makes it literally
impossible for him to function. He rationalizes the action of all
around him to see himself as the victim. His diminished sexual
drive, for instance, is seen by the addict as being the result
of an unresponsive and cold wife. It is a short step in his
thought process to the point where the alcoholic thinks his wife’s
unresponsiveness is due to her unfaithfulness to him and he be-
comes convinced of her infidelity. No evidence to the contrary
will convince him that this is not the case. He becomes morbidly
jealous.

Drinking in this stage continues at a high rate of intake with
continuous weekend drinking the pattern along with the early
morning drink. Job loss and family break-up begin to occur. The
addict begins to have a single goal in life and that is to see to it
that he has an available supply of alcohol at all times. By this time
the alcoholic is in such desperate straits that he actually be-
gins to think of stopping drinking. He trys to stop and may
succeed in going without for a few days and possibly a few weeks.
These short dry periods may be characterized as times when the
addict is getting in condition to drink. The dry periods are marked
by painful withdrawal symptoms in which the addict exper-
iences physical and mental agony. The addict may make some
recourse to other drugs, usually barbiturates, sleeping tablets or
stimulants of the benzedrine group and these add a serious com-
plication to the addiction to alcohol. Suicide attempts are fre-
quent and while usually unsuccessful due to lack of ability to
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plan and carry out the project, many addicts are able to kill
themselves. Almost every addict who reaches this degree of de-
pendency and illness is convinced he would be better off dead.

In this stage of chronic Beta Drug Dependence the addict
cannot be bothered either with preparing food or eating. He ne-
glects his nutrition and may develop a variety of illnesses. Heavy
and continuous drinking is the rule in this stage. The addict
needs less of the drug as his tolerance for alcohol, while once
very great has diminished due to physiological changes in the
body chemistry. During this stage he will begin drinking any-
thing for all alcoholic beverages have the same effect on him.
In general the addict in this stage of addiction is mentally con-
fused all of the time and victim of the most realistic and terrify-
ing fears. There are only two ways out for the chronically ad-
dicted Beta Drug dependent person, treatment or death.

People who drink in a significantly different manner from cus-
toms of the social peer group are likely to develop dependency.
The following criteria usually indicate the existence of Beta Drug
dependency in the American drinker. These deviations appear
gradually but with increasing frequency and intensity over a pe-
riod of years.

(1) The individual begins to drink more than the other mem-
bers of his group.

(2) The individual begins to drink more frequently than others.
(3) With increasing frequency, the individual goes beyond the

allowed license for drinking behavior.
(4) He begins to experience “blackouts” or temporary amnesia

during and following drinking episodes.
his drinking. He drinks and often gets drunk at

(5) He drinks more rapidly than others. He gulps his drinks.
(6) He drinks surreptitiously and sneaks drinks.
(7) He begins to lose control as to time, place, and amount of

inappropriate times and places when he did not intend to.
(8) He hides and protects his liquor supply so he will never

be caught short.
(9) He drinks to overcome the hangover effects of his prior

drinking.
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(10) He tries new patterns of drinking as to time, place, amounts,
and what he drinks.

(11) He attempts “geographical” cures by moving to new loca-
tions, or “travelling” cures by seeking out different drink-
ing groups usually of a lower social status.

(12) He becomes a “loner” in his drinking. Ingestion of alcohol
becomes the sole purpose of drinking.

(13) He develops an elaborate system of lies, alibis, excuses, and
rationalizations to cover up or to explain his drinking.

In summary, the Commission, in order to investigate and study
the underlying causes leading to drug dependency and the pos-
sibilities of remedial action to eliminate such use required by
its legislative mandate, confines its study to the types and clas-
sification of drug dependent persons as above recited.

The Commission takes the unequivocal position that all drug
dependence is treatable and often a curable condition. It is widely
known in the overall field of drugs as a phenomenon that when
drug dependent persons reach the age of thirty-five or forty
years they very often suddenly lose all interest in drugs. This is
particularly true with Alpha type use. There is no explanation to
be found for this in the journals of medicine or psychiatry.
It is too widely admitted as fact, however, to permit any sugges-
tion by this Commission that drug maintenance programs have
a place in modem society. Rather it is the task of enlightened
leadership to protect these persons from themselves and insulate
society from their proselytizing and replace years of drug abuse
in their lives with years of useful activity, with prevention by
way of education as the only ultimate cure.

THE CURABILITY OF DRUG DEPENDENCE
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The Commission’s entire investigatory program was directed to
the singular purpose of developing all the data reasonably ob-
tainable within the time at our disposal upon which the Com-
mission could give credible answers to the three fundamental
questions heretofore outlined by way of introduction; (1.) is the
extent of drug dependency within the Commonwealth large enough
to constitute a definite problem?; (2.) Is the problem now being
adequately handled in the Commonwealth? (3.) What improve-
ments if any, should be made in handling the problem? Our in-
vestigatory program developed inquiry into five major spheres of
influence:

First. Since it was a physical impossibility to personally inter-
view all the law enforcement people in the Commonwealth and
teachers and educators, of prime interest to the basic objective of
the Commission, we used questionaires to all police and school
principals in the Commonwealth.

Second. A large number of State officials, officials of hospitals
and penal institutions, physicians and medical specialists, heads of
social organizations were interviewed personally and by an ex-
change of written memoranda. Most of these people, we could not
reach otherwise, but we realized that they could offer facts or
opinions of very definite importance to our survey.

Third. To supplement the information obtained from the ques-
tionaires and personal interviews, the Commission held a long
series of private and public hearings designed to elicit informa-
tion from specific areas of enlightenment. It invited individuals
and groups of attorneys, police, pharmaceutical, judicial, educa-
tional and every other conceivable area of human endeavor who
had any contact with drug use or users.

Fourth. We went out into the field as a Commission and con-
vened in the midst of a congested area of the City of Boston and
interviewed personally and by group, large number of youthful
drug users as they appear in their own garb and habitat. These
meetings were the most fruitful of all in the way of obtaining real
solid information on use conditions.

PART n.
DISCOVERY PROCESS AND ORIGINAL

FIELD RESEARCH
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Fifth and lastly. The Commission entered into an exhaustive
exchange of information and dialogue with the Judiciary. The
entire District Court System of the Commonwealth was inter-
rogated directly and indirectly for underlying data never before
published anywhere. Special closed executive hearings were held
and the personal experiences of some of the busiest District Judges
were obtained. In addition, the dialogue continued through schol-
arly exchanges of letters and memoranda to the Commission
with particular emphasis on how new and improved legislation
could be implemented.

In an attempt to approximate the number of drug users or
sellers, as well as the many and varied institutional agencies dedi-
cated to rehabilitating and helping the drug user in our society
and in an attempt to investigate the actual scope of the problem
of drugs, the Commission utilized information from a large num-
ber of state and police officials, heads of welfare organizations,
superintendents of schools and authorities in the mental health field.

Considering the time and money allotted, the Commission con-
ducted a thorough investigation. Since it was not feasible to per-
sonally interview everyone concerned, a short questionaire was
sent, to be answered anonymously by all of the police depart-
ments in the Commonwealth. Another questionaire was sent to all
the schools to be answered in the same way. Personal interviews
were held with some of the outstanding leaders in education, law
enforcement, medicine and social agencies. In all, some sixty
were personally interviewed. To further augment the findings of
the Commission, 350 drug users were personally interviewed, many
of whom were young people from the so-called “Hippie” com-
munity.

Law enforcement with respect to Drug Laws has become an in-
creasingly complex and skilled professional activity within the
general category of police and law enforcement. An almost super-

POLICE DEPARTMENTS

THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

ANALYSIS OF DATA OBTAINED BY QUESTIONAIRE.

PART 111
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police network has been developed in recent years in large part
by Federal centralization of information for use by the States.
This trend has both its benefits and its burdens. The Commission
has availed itself of every service of the Federal Bureau in its
study as will be reflected elsewhere in this report. The Com-
mission has studied exhaustively all of the records of the Massa-
chusetts cases presented and prosecuted for drug violation during
the past five years by the Federal enforcement agencies. In ad-
dition five year records of the Boston Police Depeartment with
respect to drug law violations were studied and analyzed.

To supplement all of the activities, and in direct response to
the Commission’s mandate, an additional discovery process in the
form of a questionaire was mailed to every police department
in the Commonwealth. The form of questionaire was somewhat
controlled by limited time and funds. It was designed to elicit
information from dedicated police throughout the Commonwealth.
Thus, the first question was to ascertain the number of incidences
occurring within the particular city or town jurisdiction from
January Ist, 1967 through June 30th, 1968.

Answers to the second question were designed to indicate how
the actual arrests were made and whether the number of inci-
dences equalled the number of arrests.

Answers to the third question on the Police Questionaire would
relate the discrepancies of question #1 and Question #2 (if there
were any) to the need for changes in the laws governing drugs.
Questionaire answers were anonymous so that Police Departments
would willingly admit discrepancies between question #1 and #2.
Some police departments answered the questionaire by years as
requested: The number of incidences in 1967 and January 1,
1968 to June 30, 1968. Where it was possible to compare the
figures of 1967 with those of 1968, there were in most cases an
indication that the figures of 1968 were higher although the cut-
off date was June 30, 1968. A very important point to be recog-
nized however, was noted by police officials who indicated that al-
though in 1967, there were some incidences leading to some ar-
rests, many incidences in 1968 were such that they were handled
internally, and thus there were no arrests by Federal of State
officials. Thus from 137 questionaires returned out of 260 sent
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to the police, there wee 2205 known incidences with 1604 arrests
showing a uniform variance between question #1 and #2 of over
25%, indicating very forcefully that there is a well meaning
civil disobedience in which the police do cooperate. This then
would be another indication of how difficult it is to receive true
documentation or representative numbers of those persons using
drugs. As to the question of change in the laws, 106 Police
Departments answered the question of whether they were in favor
or opposed to change. Eighty-eight of the answers indicated they
were not in favor of change unless said changes favored stricter
regulations, while 18 indicated their desire for change in the
law which would carry a lesser penalty for those persons found
in the “presence of drugs”.

Due to the illegality of drug taking and the need for secrecy,
many people using drugs are unknown to the police and many
even to their own families. Added to the problem of secrecy
leading to unknown numbers of drug users, is the problem of
internal handling by well-meaning humane police officers. Though
some young people are saved from public exposure by this meth-
od, it is doubtful whether this is the best possible way to handle
drug users. It is also left to speculation whether this manner
of dealing with young people actually contributes towards the basic
needs of the drug users who may need expert medical help and
treatment both from a physiological and psychological viewpoint.

Since the Commission realized that the problem of drugs car-
ries with it an attitude of social disapproval, it attempted to as-
certain the number of drug incidences in the schools by a non-
threatening anonymity. Thus, the principals of schools were not
required to name their school districts by town or city. Futher-
more, for simplification, the school systems were not asked to
designate in which years of school the individuals were, but the
total number for their school. However, some schools clearly
indicated the age group of drug participating students.

On the bar graph elsewhere in this report it will be noted that
of the answers indicating the age group of those participating in

ANALYSIS OF DATA OBTAINED BY QUESTIONABLE.
PRINCIPALS OF SCHOOLS
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drugs, 31 were in Junior High School and 28 were in High School
and 4 in Vocational High School. Out of 402,007 students rep-
resented by the schools answering the questionaire, 448 are re-
ported to have been involved with drugs. This figure represents
less than 1%. This figure then, represents about the same figure
on an anonymous questionaire as did the figures compiled on the
questionaire sent out by the State Board of Education and asking
for greater detail and complete identity.

Though the questionaires were to be anonymous, many school
principals or superintendents did answer by city or town as did a
majority of the questionaires received from the police departments.
In many of the cities and towns the figures of known incidences
or arrests as indicated by the police departments were approxi-
mately the same figures as documented in the schools, seemingly
to indicate that many of the drug incidences or drug users are
young adults from elementary school through High School. Keep-
ing this point in mind, the investigators then noted a great many
schools which answered “no known cases of drugs” while the
police departments from the same city or town had indicated on
the questionaire a great number of cases. It would seem then
that among the many cases reported by a police department,
some would have to be of public school age. Hence the great
question, ‘do the schools really know the number of students who
may be taking drugs?’. Again we can assume to some degree
that the true picture is not seen due to the highly illegal use of
drugs, the secrecy in which the drug user surrounds himself, and
the great need for some type of drug education in the schools.
Thus through education, the secret drug user can better be edu-
cated as to why he uses drugs, the damages of drugs, and the
world with or without drugs. Perhaps he would then be better able
to choose the world in which he wishes to live.

Despite the school principals’ apparent consistency in reporting to
this Commission almost the identical information that they re-
ported to the Board of Education, there is an overwhelming in-
ference indicated from the data that just as the police depart-
ments are doing throughout the Commonwealth so also are the
principals participating unwittingly in the same kind of civil diso-
bedience with regard to the drug laws.
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Number of Students in Schools Answering Quest!onaire: 402,007
Number of Students Participating in Incidences of Drug Use: 448
Elementary: 1
Junior High School: 31
High Schools: 28
Vocational Schools: 4
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The Division of Food & Drugs in the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health has, over the years, acquired broad responsibili-
ties which go far beyond its original statutory powers concerned
with the purity, sale, distribution and manufacture of drugs. Leg-
islation enacted in 1956 augmented the Division’s authority by
requiring physicians and hospitals to report on drug use by and
treatment of chronic sufferers from drug abuse. This has led the
Division to become involved with police and educative functions
relative to the use and abuse of drugs, as well as the simple
chemical function long performed for purposes of testing purity
and potency of drugs.

The investigative and enforcement procedures in the Drug Con-
trol Section have increased so greatly that public informational
work has become curtailed.

To cite another area where there has been a burdensome in-
crease of activity, the drug analysis section of the Boston Labora-
tory at the State House analysizes drugs for the following agencies:

Massachusetts State Police
M. D. C. Police
Division of Food and Drugs
Boards of Registration (Medicine, Pharmacy, Etc.)
Registry of Motor Vehicles
Police Departments of all cities and towns within the Common-
wealth

During the past fiscal year (1967-68) this laboratory analyzed
11,243 samples, an increase of 7,905 samples over the previous
fiscal year (1966-1967) or a 33% increase in the amount of sam-
ples submitted to their laboratory. In order to cope with the
tremendous increase in drug traffic within the Commonwealth,
the two drug analysts have been working an average of twenty to
twenty-five hours per week more than their regular tour of duty,

PART IV.

ANALYSIS OF PRESENT STATE SERVICES AND
DEPARTMENTS CONCERNED WITH DRUGS

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Division of Food and Drugs
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in addition to being on call for emergency work, seven days a
week, which includes aiding State and local Police Departments
for on the spot analysis in order to enable the police officers to
obtain warrants or conduct further investigations. It may be noted
that the two drug analysts have not been compensated in overtime
pay or compensatory time since June, 1968. Of the 11,243 sam-
ples, 9,231 were found to be narcotics or harmful drugs. During
the past fiscal year, there has been a marked increase in the
following illicit drugs coming into the Division for analysis:

Cannabis-Hashish
Methamphetamine

Barbiturates
Amphetamines
Amyl Nitrite(powder and tablets)

Heroin Prescription Drugs
Asthamador PowderLSD, STP

Due to the hallucenogenic drug increase and addition of mask-
ing ingredients, the methods of analysis are more complex and
involved.

Fiscal year 1963-64 1337 samples
Fiscal year 1964-65 834 samples
Fiscal year 1965-66 2899 samples
Fiscal year 1966-67 3338 samples
Fiscal year 1967-68 11243 samples

Months 1967-1968 1968-1969
July 467 825
August 748 1788
September 829 1161
October 761 2098
November 715
December 864
January 821
February 1027
March 1130
April 1061
May 1151
June 1038

The most important single factor to be noted in the foregoing
is the almost 350% increase in the past year, and increasing
monthly, of the number of drug samples submitted for analysis
by law enforcement agencies.

The statutory requirements for reporting procedures from Doc-
tors and Hospitals would appear to be an unnecessary and burden-
some addition for the already overworked staff of the Division
of Food and Drugs. Therapeutic and rehabilitative action, in line
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with the direction of the proposed legislation, seems to be be-
yond the statutory scope of the Division. Since the number of
reports filed is steadily increasing, #l

. consideration should be
given in the near future to eliminating the Divisions responsibility
in this area in placing the responsibility in a department which
is properly and presently concerned with therapeutic and rehabil-
itative measures.

Ultimately, when the full force and effect of our recommenda-
tions are implemented by further legislation, the primary func-
tion of the Division of Food and Drugs will be investigative and
enforcement action regarding the content and purity, and the sale,
distribution and manufacture of drugs. Areas of action primarily
concerned with individual drug abuse should be left in agencies
better designed to offer theraeputic treatment.

The attached legislation does provide, however, for the Division
of Food and Drugs to be solely responsible for possibly the single
most important function in the Commonwealth, the continuing
definition of regulated drugs. This is a logical extension of the
analytical functions already being carried out so well by the Divi-
sion.

The Department of Education already has a legislative mandate
to assure that instruction concerning drug abuse be given from
Kindergarten through Grade 12 in all schools of the Common-
wealth.

The Department has implemented this mandate by a number
of means. A Drug Abuse Advisory Committee was founded last
March to:

1. Recommend immediate educative plans.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

*1 Records of the Division of Food and Drugs contain the following narcotic
and harmful drug use reports filed in accordance with Chapter 94, Sections
210 A and 187C:

Number of Reports FiledPeriod
590January 1 December 31, 1966

January 1 December 31, 1967
January 1 June 30, 1968

809
445

Since the enactment of the Legislation in 1956 there have been a total of
4494 reports filed with this Division.
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abuse among the students in schools now.
Additionally, materials have been published (“Road to No-

where”) and distributed to schools. Other publications and infor-
mation concerned with Federal and State laws and educative pro-
cedures that have been successful are shortly forthcoming.

Much has been done. Many experts have been involved. The
surface of the problem has however, barely been scratched. Not
because of any lack of concern or effort on the part of the De-
partment, but because of the overwhelming complexity of the
problem.

Three staff members have been appointed by the Department
to work closely with the School Districts in dealing with problems
of drug abuse.

The Department’s Drug Abuse Advisory Committee, recogniz-
ing the feelings of inadequacy that teachers and school adminis-
trative personnel experienced in reaching solutions to the mount-
ing drug abuse problem within their schools, proposed a series of
regional workshops with panels of experts to indoctrinate teach-
ers with helpful information. Some of these have already been
held. Others will be shortly.

The problem of funding for the workshops was resolved by
this legislative Commission on Drug Abuse. The Members of this
Commission wished to utilize the opportunity of teachers gathered
together for consideration of the drug problem to distribute ques-
tionaires, answers to which would reveal the teachers’ attitudes
about the drug problem in the schools. A sampling of 150 of
these returned questionaires revealed a number of interesting
things:

1. Many of the teachers express themselves very poorly, never
imaginatively. They seem to have few insights into the na-
ture of the problem. Many make contradictory statements,
probably because:
2. Most feel confused and inadequate regarding the drug
problem which all consider an established part of current
school life.

2. Develop long range plans.
3. Recommend procedures for dealing with the specifics of drug
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rehabilatative treatment rather than punitive restraints
for users, particularly for Marijuana users.
5. Many feel punitive laws for pushers should be strength-
ened.

posing a problem similar to that of other drugs. Many would
like age limits for alcohol lowered or abolished.

These answers, taken together, reveal an intensity of both con-
cern and confusion. They all want drugs taught on some manda-
tory basis from Kindergarten to 12th Grade. This has already
been legislated. However, such Mandatory instruction has not been
fully implemented because of the lack of funds for providing text
books and related materials on a broad and integrated basis for
all grade levels. That is precisely what the attached legislation
specifies; that instruction on Drug Abuse already considered man-
datory be implemented and effected.

Much will still remain to be done, but with the enactment of
this legislation, the well-qualified and well-intentioned members of
the Department of Education will be able to take a few more steps
forward toward the solution of the awesome problem.

{The Commission quotes from a Board Report) :

The treatment program of the Drug Addition Rehabilitation
Board currently consists of three units an inpatient ward and
outpatient clinic at Boston State Hospital, Department of Mental
Health: an inpatient ward and outpatient clinic at Massachusetts
Correctional Institution, Bridgewater, Department of Correction;
and a full-time out-patient service located at 20 Whittier Street,
Roxbury, conducted by the Department of Health and Hospitals,
City of Boston. An administrative office with a research section
is located in downtown Boston at 80 Boylston Street.

4. Most of them feel that laws should be relaxed, offering

6. Only a few consider parents and social hypocrisy as a basic
problem.
7. Only one out of one hundred and fifty see alcohol as

3. Unanimously, teachers want more help, advice, informa-
tion and materials to deal with the problem.

DRUG ADDICTION REHABILITATION BOARD
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The Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts came into existence on January 16, 1964, when
Chapter 763, Acts of 1963, became law. This Act authorized the
setting up of a Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board consisting
of the Commissioners of Public Health, Mental Health, and Cor-
rection. The Director of the Youth Service Division was added
to the Board in 1966. The Executive Secretary of the Board also
functions as Administrator of the total program. This administra-
tive structure offers representation from the four departments
most concerned with the panoramic problem of drug dependence
and, concurrently, also serves to channel the resources of the four
departments into one concerted, coordinated effort. Massachusetts
was the third state in the nation to enact progressive legislation
for the treatment of drug addicts, being preceded in 1961 by
California, and New York in 1962. Massachusetts, however, was
the first state to introduce the concept of multiple departmental
representation within the administrative structure; i.e., the Board.

The function of the Board is to establish a program for the
treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicts in Massachusetts,
and shall further coordinate services and activities of other agencies
in the Commonwealth, and of its political subdivisions in the
treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicts, and shall cooperate
with agencies of the Federal Government in developing and co-
ordinating such a program. The Board is authorized to contract
annually with any of the departments represented on the Board
in order to locate a treatment center within their jurisdiction.
The Board is further authorized to contract annually with a
hospital or other institution of a public nature, or a non-profit
corporation to provide the facilities and services necessary for a
treatment center.

The major features of the law are the following:
1) The recognition of drug addiction or dependence as prim-

arily being a disease.
2) The act defines an addict as one who is so dependent on

narcotic drugs that he loses his power of self-control and
is thereby a danger to himself and to the public.

3) The program requires an interdisciplinary function, utiliz-
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ing physicians, psychiatrists, social workers, sociologists,
psychologists, public health educators, and lawyers.

4) The law provides flexible civil commitment procedures for
drug addicts to extend for a period of two years. The
commitment period will include hospitalization and com-
munity care.

5) Aftercare: Close and continuing supervision of the addict
when he is returned to the community to include anti-
narcotic testing.

6) A treatment center located in an institution or hospital
must meet the following criteria:

* The generic term
a) It must be physically distinct within the hospital or institu-

tion having its own separate offices, ward, and identifica-
tion.

b) It must be directed by a physician and staffed with profes-
sional personnel trained in treatment and rehabilitation
techniques.

c) The pervading philosophy and motivation of the drug ad-
diction center must be one of rehabilitation and treatment,
not merely of a palliative or custodial nature.

The concept to develop an integrated treatment program under
the aegis of the Board has its legal basis, specifically, outlined
in Section 2 of the Act “The Board may establish or provide
for the establishment of such additional centers as it may deem
necessary, and may transfer patients from one rehabilitation cen-
ter to another as it is deemed advisable.”

In the first annual report of the Board (1964-65), a total treat-
ment program was outlined which stated: “Within the treatment
program, each center or facility will direct its focus to a specific
group of addicts and specialize in developing methods of treatment
most appropriate to them. Each facility should supplement the
function of the other, all working within a total integrated effort.
Inpatient and outpatient facilities located throughout the state
will serve to implement this program. This may include inpatient
treament units, outpatient services, halfway houses, sheltered work-
shops, day care centers, etc.” Each treatment unit is to be visible
to the public and must be viable and capable of being independent.
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The hub of this integrated program is the Board functioning
through the administrative office. Since the success of the Drug
Addiction Rehabilitation Board program lies in the skillful in-
tegration of diversified treatment modalities from both public and
non-profit facilities, it is imperative that the Board in its actions
and deliberations reflect an image of being positive in outlook,
balanced in attitude, and judicious in decision. The Board must
also avoid a “one-approach mentality.” Ideally, administration as-
sists the treatment units to develop synergistically supervising
them for signs of difficulty or need; providing support, consulta-
tive services and research assistance; and, in some instance, ad-
ditional financial aid to develop new techniques and projects.
Equally important is that the administrative office also educate
the community in recognizing that the Drug Addiction Rehabilita-
tion Board is an intensive-care program, not only structured
for the purpose of treating addicts, but it also must serve as a
catalyst for any other existing drug addiction programs in the
state. The Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board cannot function
in isolation in working with drug addicts but, of necessity, must
have its own program reinforced and supplemented by the pro-
grams of other existing community resources. In addition, the
administrative office must assume the responsibility for pointing
out therapeutic gaps in the total community approach to drug ad-
dicts.

Perhaps one of the most important responsibilities of the ad-
ministrative office is to assist the community to develop an ap-
preciation that since drug dependence is a relapsing disorder, suit-
able and realistic goals must be set for such a program. The
community must accept drug addiction as a chronic illness with re-
peated remissions and relapses, and expect that addicts may not be
able to “get off” drugs immediately, but must be gradually tapered
off their habit. The community must recognize gradual abstin-
ence as the first step towards a “cure” rather than demanding
instant or immediate total abstinence as prerequisite for work
with addicts. With intensive treatment and care, the periods of
abstinence can be lengthened and ultimately extended indefinitely.

The Board, through the administrative office, develops rules
and regulations relating to the operation and management of the
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treatment centers. The intent of said rules and regulations is con-
veyed to the contracting department or hospital through the terms
of the annual contract. The budget of the Drug Addiction Re-
habilitation Board is structured to be “End-Product Oriented”
with major emphasis on achieving objectives in the program.
Traditional budgeting methods programmed in terms of standard
appropriation categories is not readily adaptable for interdepart-
mental or inter-service programs. The strongest factor militating
against the use of traditional budgeting is the fact that responsi-
bility today for a major program is no longer within the exclu-
sive province of a single department but rather, in varying de-
grees, is shared by all. This is particularly so with programs
that fall within the health, education, and welfare field.

The annual budget is representative of the aggregate planning,
programming, and financing of the total number of facilities under
contract to the Board. Because of the rapid changes in the de-
velopment of treatment techniques and modalities in the field of
drug dependence, the Board only authorizes contracts with a de-
partment or hospital for a period of one year at a time. This
allows the Board flexibility and latitude in the diversification of
its facilities and saves the Commonwealth heavy expenditures on
capital outlay.

Education and Prevention: In 1963 President John F. Kennedy
convened a President’s Advisory Committee on Drug Addiction
and Abuse which recommended the development of extensive pro-
grams of education on drug abuse. This action was necessitated
by the gross misinformation and misconceptions prevalent in the
community at that time concerning the abuse of narcotics and
“dangerous drugs.”

In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as in many other states,
the statute books contain a chapter pertaining to the subjects of
instruction for school students including narcotics. Chapter 71,
Section 1 of the General Laws of 1921 (as amended St. 1966,
Ch. 187) reads “Maintenance; Double sessions; Subjects of in-
struction ‘ln connection with physiology and hygiene instruction
as to the effects of alcoholic drinks and of stimulants and nar-
cotics on the human system, and as to tuberculosis and its pre-
vention shall be given to all pupils in all schools under public
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control, except schools maintained solely for instruction in par-
ticular branches’.” This statute makes it mandatory that all school
systems in Massachusetts educate students to the “effects of stim-
ulants and narcotics.” The existence of this statute nullifies the
necessity for enacting new legislation on this matter.

Although Chapter 763, Acts of 1963, authorizes the Drug Ad-
diction Rehabilitation Board to structure educational programs, as
far as school students are concerned, we feel that our function
should be primarily in the role of acting as consultants to per-
sonnel in the educational field and helping to “teach the teachers
to teach pupils about drug dependence.” The Board has primarily
directed its educational and prevention efforts to assisting cities
and towns with a high incidence of drug addiction and abuse to
develop local prevention programs. By coordinating the potentials
and resources of local citizens, civic groups, and service programs,
the Board feels effective results can be obtained.

Heavy emphasis is placed on the research role of the Drug
Addiction Rehabilitation Board, authorizing specialized research
programs on the causes of drug addiction. After a period of two
years experience, the role of the centralized research section has
gradually evolved into the following generic categories:

1) To provide administration with facts and statistics neces-
sary for planning and development.

2) To develop studies and surveys investigating the various
aspects of the incidence and distribution of drug dependence
in various population and geographic areas.

3) To coordinate the research activities of the treatment units
of the Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board into a total
research posture.

4) To stimulate the professional staff of treatment units of
the Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board to initiate re-
search efforts, and provide them with technical advice,
assistance, and consultation.

5) To set up research instruments to evaluate the effective-
ness of the Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board program
and its various treatment techniques and modalities.

6) To keep informed of any major research activities in Mas-
sachusetts and in the country; collecting and maintaining
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research material on drug dependence; and, providing in-
terested professional groups and research bodies with in-
formation and consultative services.

The following considerations were developed in order to assist the
Board in the selection of locations for treatment units. It was ap-
preciated that all treatment and rehabilitation programs currently
in existence in the United States at the present time are still
very much in the developmental stage and that said considerations
should appreciate this fact.

Under Chapter 763, Acts of 1963, the Board was authorized, as
before-mentioned, to locate treatment facilities either in a state-
supported institution, a municipal hospital, or a non-profit hospi-
tal

1) Therefore, for purposes of experimentation and research,
treatment units should be “tested out” in each of the above-
mentioned categories.

2) Treatment units in each of these categories would en-
hance the diversification of services offered the drug ad-
dict population, also, each facility would have particular ad-
vantages to specific types of addicts.

3) Institutions or hospitals that had demonstrated motivation
and interest in the drug addict problem and had accrued
some familiarity with said population would be high on the
priority list for selection.

4) The geographical location of an institution or hospital was
to be considered, synchronizing the function of the unit
with that of its immediate locale. As a program sponsored
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it is necessary to
provide state-wide coverage. Although a national trend is
gradually emerging of locating detoxification wards, half-
way houses and aftercare facilities in urban areas, and
facilities servicing long-term patients in rural areas, each
state must develop its treatment posture in terms of the
peculiarities of its own drug addict population.

5) Institutions located in rural areas customarily have less of a
contraband problem than those located in urban areas where
drugs are more in evidence and can be smuggled into
“closed wards.”
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6) Affiliation of a hospital or institution with a medical school,
university or college must also be considered when locating
a treatment unit.

An important factor in the selection of these three sites was
that each of the three parent institutions had recently undergone,
or was in the process of undergoing, a reorganization effecting
the escalation of their treatment standards and modalities. The
Board was anxious to have the treatment units identified with
other new or recently reorganized institutions reflecting growth
potential.

The first Drug Addiction Treatment Center and Outpatient Clin-
ic was officially opened on November 9, 1964, at Boston State
Hospital, Mattapan, Massachusetts. This hospital was selected as
the site for the first Drug Addiction Treatment Center because
it met many of the afore-mentioned criteria specifically, the
geographical location of the hospital was excellent, being readily
accessible to addicts residing in the Boston area and immediately
available to public transportation. The unit was to be part of the
total program offered at Boston State Hospital, consisting of medi-
cal services, laboratory facilities, intra-hospital vocational oppor-
tunities, twenty-four-hour chaplain service for the three major
faiths, and is also equipped to handle emergency cases. Addition-
ally, the hospital was an experimentally-oriented hospital provid-
ing students and researchers with a stimulating and educational
environment. The hospital is also affiliated with Tufts Medical
School and works in close conjunction with local universities and
colleges.

The role of this first treatment unit was to function as an
intensive-care program emphasizing civil commitment and volun-
tary admission procedures for persons having a problem of drug
dependence. The program offered an outpatient clinic and an
extensive aftercare program. Patients at the unit were to be ac-
cepted from a cross-section of the population of the Common-
wealth in order that the staff gain experience from patients rep-
resentative of all strata of society. After sufficient experimenta-
tion and research, the treatment techniques, methodology, and
modalities developed at the unit were to be broadly applied in the
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community through the additional programs sponsored by other
treatment units.

Expansion of the existing facilities at Boston State Hospital has
just been completed as of June 1, 1967, providing more bed space
and larger outpatient facilities. This will allow the treatment unit
to utilize one ward exclusively for detoxification and intensive care
when the addict is experiencing withdrawal. After three or four
weeks when withdrawal is completed, the patient can then be
transferred to a “night hospital” ward where he can still receive
close supervision and control, but his condition will not necessi-
tate intensive care. The length of hospitalization of a patient
at Boston State Hospital varies with different individuals and
most patients would be placed on a “night hospital” basis for a
period of several months prior to their complete return to the
community. This means the patient is allowed ground privileges or,
in some instances, will leave the grounds possibly to be employed
during the day. He will be encouraged to function normally in the
community with the exception that he must return to the hospital
in the evening. Supervision and control of the addict during his
“night hospital” phase offers him an opportunity to be gradually
eased into the mainstream of community life. It further allows
him the opportunity to confer with nurses and other professional
help during the evening, and to exchange experiences with someone
who is sympathetic to him and his problem.

In the report of the President’s Advisory Committee on Nar-
cotic and Drug Abuse of 1963, it was recommended that, under
ideal conditions, a treatment unit for drug addicts should be located
either in a general hospital under the supervision of a psychiatric
staff, or in a mental hospital. In setting up the treatment unit
at Boston City Hospital on September 1, 1966, the Drag Addiction
Rehabilitation Board was working toward the ideal. It was de-
cided, however, that we would initially open the treatment unit
solely for outpatient services. The placement of a treatment unit
in a general hospital was to evaluate the role and rehabilita-
tive potential of such a clinic when geographically located in an
urban area with a high incidence of drug addiction, and to offer
an addict an opportunity to secure treatment services voluntarily
at an early stage of his illness.
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The clinic, which is open eight hours a day, five days a week,
offers the addict a pervasive atmosphere of acceptance and under-
standing. Services at the clinic are to provide a general medical
assessment of the addict, a psychological assessment to be made by
a psychiatrist and, if indicated, to be followed by periodic psycho-
therapeutic sessions.

The clinic works actively with other community resources; in-
cluding police, courts, hospitals, social agencies, etc. The clinic is
presently staffed by a full-time psychiatrist, two full-time drug
addiction counselors, a half-time psychologist, a medical secreta-
ry, and an attendant.

The placement of the unit at Boston City Hospital was further
decided on the basis of the recent reorganization merging the Bos-
ton City Hospital and the Boston Public Health Department. Iden-
tification of the Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board Unit with
this recently merged organization also realized an affiliation with
two medical schools Harvard Medical School and Tufts Medical
School.

Young male patients ranging in age from 18 to 22 customarily
need a longer period of “drying out” than the usual addict. This
type of patient has presented, on occasion, difficult and disruptive
behavior at the treatment unit located at Boston State Hospital.
It became obvious that the needs of these young, aggressive males
demand that they be placed in a facility which was equipped to
handle their difficult behavior but, yet, be of sufficient size that
hospitalization of the patient can be maintained for an extended
period of time.

In order to treat this type of addict, the Board, on January
17, 1967, opened a treatment unit at the Massachusetts Correctional
Institution at Bridgewater, a facility that is under the jurisdiction
of the Department of Correction but conducted in conjunction with
the Department of Mental Health. This institution is curently
in the process of undergoing a total reorganization in order to
improve patient care. The treatment program at this facility is
well structured, consisting of individual counseling, weekly group
therapy meetings and the development of a work program. Since
this unit is only eight months old, much remains to be accom-
plished. At the present time we are in the process of setting up
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educational and vocational training programs since many of the
addicts hospitalized there are school drop-outs. The unit is to
remain small 25 patiens is the maximum due to the dif-
ficult pathology of the patients. Close contact with the families
of the addict are maintained by the social worker at the unit
and every attempt is made toward total family involvment and
total family therapy. This unit has also served to reinforce the
existing program at Boston State Hospital and Boston City Hos-
pital by making available to them a facility they can utilize
for patients who are management problems. With this type of pa-
tient, after a period of hospitalization at the unit at Bridgewater
they can be returned to the minimum security at Boston State
Hospital where they can be helped to adjust to community life
under close supervision.

This brief presentation has attempted to outline the existing
treatment program for persons with a problem of drug depend-
ence in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Many of the aspects
of the program have not been covered in this paper. The pro-
gram needs further implementation in terms of additional treat-
ment units, particularly in the western part of the state. We do
feel, however, that we have set up in Massachusetts a skeleton
organizational structure that will allow for a variety of inventive
ways to help persons with a problem of drug dependence. We
already have reason for optimism about the results of these dif-
ferent treatment modalities with drug dependent persons. Our
commitment to any of these treatment approaches, however, is not
one of slavish acceptance. In the future, as in the past, we will
continue to exercise our imagination and critical ability to develop
even more effective programs.

There are 12 hospitals, 15 Court clinics and 37 Mental Health
Clinics in the Commonwealth under the jurisdiction of the Depart-
ment of Mental Health. These are perhaps, even now, overburden-
ed. Nonetheless, this Department of State Government is the cor-
nerstone of the Report of this Commission and the legislation
which we recommend. There is neither time nor inclination to
equivocate over jurisdiction. The Mental Health program cur-

THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
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rently underway is a ten year plan. The first three years, since
the Legislature enacted Chapter 735 of the Acts of 1966, have
proved the wisdom and rightness of the direction taken. The
next year before this proposed legislation can become effective
should show even greater progress. Over three hundred people
participated over a long period of time in the planning of the
basic legislation in Chapter 19. The project was funded with a
grant-in-aid from the National Institute of Mental Health.

We would be vain men indeed to take serious issue with its
basic conclusions. We are not simply rubber stamping, however,
when we say now that we adopt and make a part of this report,
“The Report of the Massachusetts Mental Health Planning Proj-
ect”, insofar as it speaks of drugs and alcohol. We came to the
same conclusions contained therein by another route as the sub-
stance of our report and the attached legislative recommenda-
tions indicate. We do nothing here to alter the structure of the
Department of Mental Health. We simply select for implementa-
tion now those recommendations that seem immediately urgent
and practicable.

While Boston Judges were having their own nightmares be-
cause of the soaring number of wayward children and drug cases,
a typical suburban community District Judge reported to the Com-
mission seven drug law violation cases in 1966, 28 cases in 1967
and 62 cases in the first half of 1968.

In this Commonwealth, as nowhere else in the Nation, there
is a Statewide system of District Courts functioning daily on very
close terms with the local community in which they are located.
A good many of these Judges are former members of the Legis-
lature and all are Lawyers.

With little formality and even less notice of the time and place
the entire District Court membership responded almost to a man
to tell the Commission of their grave concern with drugs and
alcohol in their own courts.

Eighteen Judges testified as witnesses and were cross examined
by the Commission members in a serious and searching probe of
their daily work. Others entered into seminars with the Com-

DISTRICT COURTS
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mission behind closed doors in groups of four or five at a time.
Several of the Commissions basic Findings below, came in fact

from this wealth of information and experience. In addition to
the very new and reliable statistical data the Commission was
able to elicit, we were also provided with a temperature gauge of
the public attitude toward the problem in the individual Com-
munities. With the exception of the Municipal Court in the Dis-
trict of South Boston, the Commonwealth Capital City of Boston
showed an alarming growth of criminal drug violation cases.

The Chief Judge of Boston Municipal Court was in fact so
concerned as he left the closed door executive session of the
Commission, that he called his own press conference to give
emphasis to his testimony before this Commission.

The Boston Globe Staff reporter is worthy of quoting
The Boston Globe ■— Saturday, September 21, 1968

800 Likely in ‘6B, Judge Says
HUB DRUG CASES UP 6 TIMES OVER 1964

Six times as many drug cases are being heard today in Boston
Municipal Court as were being heard four years ago, according
to the court’s chief justice, Elijah Adlow.

The Court handled 129 drug cases in 1964, 199 in 1965, 255
cases in 1966, 497 cases in 1967 and 625 cases thus far in 1968.

The figures were contained in a report prepared by the chief
justice for presentation to the Legislature’s Judiciary Committee
on Drug Control.

In discussing the report, the chief justice said he feels sure that
by the end of the year the number of drug cases will probably ex-
ceed 800.

Important points made in the report:
—A great number of innocent people are being involved in

drug cases by reason of their being arrested in the presence of
drug users.

—The heroin user rather than the marijuana user is appearing
in court more today.

—Addicts, in seeking to get money to sustain their habit, are
becoming more and more involved in crime.

—Cases of assault and battery by victims on sellers of fake
drugs are appearing more frequently on the court docket.
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Recidivism, or relapse into crime, among drug addicts remains
high and the court is losing faith in voluntary attendance at clinics
by drug users.

There is no genuine facility for treating women drug addicts.
—The hippie community in Boston has magnified tremendous-

ly the court’s problems with drug users.
As a result of these conditions Judge Adlow made the following

recommendations to the committee.
1. Drug laws should be directed only against drug users and

drug peddlers.
2. People who are found in the company of drug users should

not be exposed to arrest unless the police have reason to believe
that they are users.

3. In the treatment of addicts public authority should organ-
ize its treatment facilities so that criminals will be segregated
from noncriminals.

4. Ample provision must be made for female addicts.
5. A publicity campaign designed to prevent drug addiction by

publicity should be conducted by public authority.

The picture was clearly in focus by the time the District
Judges had followed up their testimony with written memoran-
dum supplementing their testimony. The drug abuse problem in
Massachusetts is a serious one no matter what school principal
or police district questionaires might indicate on paper, and it is
up to the Legislature to provide for remedial action.

There is no question, either, but that the District Courts would
benefit by a shift from criminal sanctions to therapy in the
handling of drug user cases. In the affirmation of this principle,
the District Judges who appeared before the Commission were
unanimous.

i Over 26,000 drunk arrests are made in Suffolk County annually. They made
up 13 per cent of the unsentenced male commitments in Suffolk County Jail
in 1966. In addition, women arrested for public drunkenness comprised 23
per cent of the unsentenced. This is an annual certainty that 83 to 85 per
cent of the male population of Suffolk County Jail are there because of
drunkenness.
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NARCOTICS HARMFUL DRUGS, ETC.

July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968

DISTRICT COURTS

77Worcester
Springfield
Quincy

Peabody 23
233 Stoughton

Greenfield
Barnstable
Gardner

40
203 17

68Malden 139
335Cambridge

Lowell
16

11 Plymouth 13
65Dorchester

Lynn
South Boston
Westfield

9
9
8

297

New Bedford
West Roxbury
Woburn

286 Marlboro
Ayer42 29

21 Wareham
Westboro
Palmer

18
102 12Lawrence

Dedham
Fall River
Salem

33 1
46 Gloucester

Clinton
19

282

57 NatickBrockton
Waltham

1
102 Uxbridge 0
64Framingham

Hingham

Leominster
Milford

26
53 24
75 105Northampton

Newton
Provincetown
East Brookfield
Newburyport
North Adams
Amesbury

46 10

Somerville
Concord

1332
48 0

4Wrenfham
Roxbury

8
192 2Charlestown

Adams12 6Taunton

Pittsfield
Chelsea

5 0Lee
95 Great Barrington

Ipswich
0

193East Boston
Attleboro 18 0Orange

Ware 0Webster
Chicopee
Haverhill
Brighton
Brookline
Fitchburg
Holyoke

31
0WilliamStown

Winchendon
Edgartown

219
75347
1965 Nantucket

9
TOTAL 4,03521
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JUVENILE DEPARTMENT

8/ 1/67 R. B. Present where narcotic drug kept
8/15/67 J. L. Glue sniffing

11/14/67 E. W. Glue sniffing
1/17/68 C. M. Did sell narcotic drug

In company of person in possession narcotic dru.
S. E. In company of person in possession narcotic drug
** T'l5/4 cal 1 no r’r>n f i rl rM IcrDid sell narcotic drug
” Did sell narcotic drug
” Did sell narcotic drug

6/21/68 D. K. Glue sniffing
6/25/68 G. D. Glue sniffing
6/25/68 W. S. Glue sniffing
6/25/68 D. B. Glue sniffing
6/25/68 S. G. Illegal possession harmful drug
6/25/68 S. G. Illegal sale harmful drug

COMPLAINTS
Boys Girls

6 0Glue sniffing
1 0Present where narcotics kept

Did sell narcotic drugs 4 1
2 0In company of person in possession of narcotic drug

Illegal possession harmful drug 0 1

9 Male defendants were charged with 13 drug complaints
1 Female defendant was charged with 2 drug complaints

5. Relative ages of criminal defendants appearing in court Statis-
tical Data
Are there people coming into your court who really do not have

1. Number of Associates or part time Judges
2. Number of employees
3. Total Number of man hours of Judges per week
4. Age and condition of court house facility

TYPES OF QUESTIONS ASKED OF DISTRICT JUDGES

IDENTIFICATION:
EXPERIENCE:
COURT
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any control whatsoever of what they are doing that brings them
there?
What kind of Cases?
Have you observed any change in the attitude of the police toward
criminal defendants?
Or of Criminal defendants toward police?

Would you say that your attitude or the attitude of your Court
toward criminals generally is a punitive attitude or a therapeutic
attitude?

Are Drug cases (or) alcohol cases handled any differently from
criminal defendants generally?
Do you personally think they as a class ought to be? Why?
If all of the drug and alcohol cases were somehow magically
removed from the care and concern of your court What would
be the effect on:

(1) Your personal day to day work?
(2) Your Staff and courthouse?
(3) Budget?

What substantive or procedural changes would you like to see
made in the Drug/Alcohol laws.

(1) Immediately?
(2) Long Range?

The legislation proposed by this report is considered by the
Commission to be only the first step in a series of new laws
and amendments to others which look toward re-vamping the
totality of the Commonwealth’s legislation regarding control of
drug use.

During the year which will elapse between enactment of this
legislative proposal and its implementation, the Commission asks
to be adequately staffed for continuance in order that Massachu-

PART V.

ANALYSIS OF PRESENT GENERAL LAWS
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY RELATING TO DRUGS
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setts’ drug laws can be brought fully into accord with the most
advanced scientific knowledge in the field. This means a close
look at eighteen Chapters of the General Laws in the light of
Chapter 19, the mental health law. Serious consideration ought
to be given to the design of an overall Health, Education and Wel-
fare chain of command in our state government patterned after
the Federal model. This is properly outside the scope of the work
of this Commission but, nevertheless, a decent respect for the
best efforts of all employees of the Commonwealth who work with
drug abuse and mental health problems is demanded of every
Commission no matter how broad or limited in scope. Mental
Health now employs over one-third of the total work force employ-
ed by Massachusetts, a total of over 15,000 full time workers.

Particular scrutiny ought to be given to more sophisticated uses
of public buildings throughout the 37 Mental Health Districts of
the state in adapting them to the purposes of the Department of
Mental Health under Chapter 19. Public buildings and institutions
generally are far beyond the scope of the work of this Commission
but again, these are the problem areas raised when an attempt is
made to give relief and medicine to the citizens. Treating the Gen-
eral Laws more specically, in their numerical order, the range is
from Chapter 17 wherein a Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Board
was established all the way to Chapter 125 where a section spells
out in great detail the limited uses which can be made of particu-
lar buildings at Bridgewater State Hospital for the criminally in-
sane.

Between those two Chapters lie a mountainous hodge-podge of
chapters and half chapters and sections and half sections dealing
directly or indirectly with the use of drugs. By actual count but
not including those sections which have to do with misbranded and
adulterated drugs, there are 113 separate sections of the General
Laws which call for study and revision before the work of this
Commission could fairly be considered as finished.

Areas of perhaps the gravest concern are the sections of The
criminal statutes relating to sanctions for possession, use and sale
of drugs, many of which have been rendered nugatory by judicial
interpretation. This condition of course promotes disrespect for
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the whole judicial enforcement system and demands immediate re-
evaluation and codification.

None of this work however, ought to take place in a context
of confusion as to basic definitions. Hence the firm and limited
purpose of the Act attached to this Report and called a first step

this must set the temper and tone.
Again, Chapter 94, the so-called green book of narcotic and

harmful drug laws, does more to confuse, than enlighten the aver-
age person reading it the first time. Certainly well intended and
evidencing long and difficult wrestling with the total problem by
the authors, it is nonetheless, a useless document in the over-all
and ought to be taken out of circulation forthwith.

In fine, then, the Commission’s proposed bill stands not alone
but in relationship to a great many other provisions of the Gen-
eral Laws, all needing study in depth before any revision or amend-
ment should be undertaken if the whole is to stand in harmony as
a basic drug law. Some of the sanctions in study for amendment
by the Commission but not in time to be included in a recom-
mendation here are the minimum and maximum sentence sanctions
and those dealing with probation and parole. Also, the Commission
has framed a complete inquiry into separating categories of drug
regulation which have to do with illegal traffic from those which at-
tempt to regulate legitimate commerce and activity in the medical
and scientific world.

The extension of this inquiry of course frames the issue from
the major effort to remove custody, care, and cure of drug depend-
ent persons problems out of the maze of pharmacy and commercial
regulation of Food Drug Law proper into the Department of Men-
tal Health Law where they belong. Only at that point will our work
be done in the highest tradition of service to the Great and Gen-
eral Court of Massachusetts.

Drugs. Throughout the work of this Commission we have de-
fined a drug as any chemical substance which alters mood, con-

PART VI.

SUMMARY
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sciousness or perception to the detriment of society or of individual
members of society.

We have refined this definition to include all of the specific
chemical substances already defined as drugs by the general laws
and subject to administrative and criminal sanctions through leg-
islation. However, the drugs have been classified in the light of
more recent experience and scientific classification.

Sources of Information. Because the mandate for our study al-
lowed only limited resources and time, we have, of necessity, relied
heavily on the extensive, well-financed efforts of predecessor Com-
missions, as well as by other agencies of the Commonwealth work-
ing in the field and referred to throughout this report.

The subject is many faceted and requires the professional ex-
pertize of those from diverse fields, no one of which can be alone
qualified to provide substantial answers, unless it be those working
closely within the area of mental health.

Another limitation that plagues any study of social problems by
few men with minimal resources is the potential hazard of a re-
sulting report that reveals more about the prejudices of the inves-
tigators than broad objective information concerning the subject.
Being aware of this hazard, the Commission chose to follow the
one round path which would avoid such a pitfall. This meant the
perusal of the over 150,000 serious papers from all over the United
States and the world which have previously been issued and which
continue to appear. We have, thus, considered our task to be one
of selecting and assembling from this vast literature, contributing
a synthesis of our own which continues in line with the most for-
ward looking thinking of these times.

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta. Because of the increasing com-
plexity of the drug problem, the commission is firm in its belief
that new terms of classification might clarify the issue. Resorting
to the old adage, “The Greeks have a word for it”, we temporarily
adopted, early in our investigation, a new terminology. After using
the terms, Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, for three months we found
them to be not only highly workable but that in practice they open-
ed doors for fresh thinking on the subject. We feel strongly that
these definitions should be included as an important aspect of new
legislation and adopted into the vernacular.
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The tremendous increase in the kinds of drugs available in Mas-
sachusets and throughout the United States have already created a
complex new language with which we must learn to deal. The
United States Food and Drug Division of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare lists thousands, all of which fit within our
classical general definition, “Any chemical substance that alters
mood, consciousness or perception. . .

.” the need for new termi-
nology to classify the burgeoning variety of drugs thus seemed
mandatory.

The Future. This report is a serious attempt to project sub-
stantial remedies which studies and experience of the past, as well
as our immediate study, indicate are going to be absolutely manda-
tory as the scope of the drug abuse problem becomes increasingly
complex. No other state in the United States has yet adopted such
far reaching legislation as this report proposes. However, as is
graphically* (See page 60) shown above, there is no state where
radical changes in basic treatment of the subject is as urgently
needed as here in Massachusetts.

What ought to he Done. In Summary, there is only one course
open to civilized men. The first step that can and must be taken is
in a direction long known to be necessary. It can be taken with-
out appropriation of any new funds. It requires only a change of
emphasis. Viz: Move the victim of the scourge of drug abuse
from a punitive to a therapeutic environment and cure him. The
first step is a short and wobbly one. Once taken, however, the
distance traveled could be to infinity.

1. Problem drug use in Massachusetts is severe and over-
whelming. Over 50% of the population is affected directly or in-
indirectly. (See note 4 and 5)

2. Basis of dependency does not lie as much with the drug used
as with the physical and psychological make-up of the individual
in his relationship to society.

3. Remedy and relief can only come from a total program of
mental health for both individuals and society on a community
basis.

FINDINGS
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4. The use of penal sanctions by a responsible government in
the care and cure of drug dependent persons, considering all the
currently available scientific knowledge which dictates a contrary
view, is grossly wrong and positively atavistic.

5. Through the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is fiscally able
to implement the attached legislation, deliberate steps should be
undertaken immediately to provide financing for an even more ex-
tensive program so urgently needed by its citizens.

6. The best way to provide immediate relief regarding the prob-
lems of drug dependent persons and their families is to broaden the
scope of mental health programs in the Commonwealth which are
already underway and of proven success.

7. The Report of the Massachusetts Mental Health Planning
Project and the implementation of its recommendations by the De-
partment of Mental Health, now underway, concerning drug de-
pendent persons should be continued and extended, giving fill
force and effect to the report of this Commission.

The Massachusetts Drug Abuse Commission has been studying
the effect of what might almost be termed a revolution in the
use of drugs by our affluent society. In an interval of a few months,
this Commission has tried to come to grips with the problems
facing the unfortunates who become drug dependent and the so-
ciety in which they live in such large numbers.

The Commission, throughout its discourse with the public, has
attempted to look at new facts in the light of old time honored
principles while at the same time attempting to evaluate old princi-
ples in the light of new facts.

This approach requires an intellectual independence and a free-
dom from poltical pressure not often found in modem man. Yet
we have endeavored to bring this kind of attitude to every meeting
of this Commission and even to the drafting table of this Report,
thus forcing ourselves to be objective. “Why control drugs at all?”
has been asked by a great many witnesses who appeared seriously
before us, witnesses of great education and seeming maturity of
judgment. We do not answer the question. We can only point to

CONCLUSIONS
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our brief encounter with users and agree with our forebears in
Massachusetts who first imposed strictures on the use of Drugs. If
what we observed first hand in the individuals and relatively small
groups of users were to become widespread, nothing less than total
social degeneracy and breakdown could occur. It could be said that
unless intoxication, stupor and morbidity become less frighening
to observe in fellow humans; unless adults want to completely give
up to society all responsibility for their minor charges; and unless
the hard-working fools of men among us are willing to watch with-
out dismay loafing dependents prosper in their lethargy, we as
reasonable men, ought to ratify confirm and approve every Drug
and Drunkenness Control Law of the Commonwealth. But this is
not the least of our task as a Commission.

Drugs are upon us and we must take action against the Drug
Abuse problems of today. Despite harsh laws and extreme exhorta-
tion to youth to shun their use, headlines are screaming the ines-
capable results of technical advance while the lower case heads
report on “pot party” raids. Until this Report, the Massachusetts
solution to the real drug abuse problem has been to ignore its
reality.

We propose to do something drastic.
We propose to recognize drug abuse of all kinds for what it

really is: a form of mental aberration, a subtle, creeping, insidious
form often delayed in its reaction.

After this first step of making the voluntary use of our Mental
Health facilities a favorable option to Drug Dependent Persons now,
what remains is a matter of procedure to lawmakers and prescrip-
tion to the medical profession.

As lawmakers, we are not men set apart. We are each of us
involved with every individual case, and every case represents ter-
rible cycles of human misery, self-defeating behavior, ineffective-
ness and lost potential in the lives of those, many of whom we deal
with on a daily basis.

An earlier enlightened legislature has already taken revolution-
ary action to bring all mentally disturbed persons back from re-
mote state hospitals into Community Mental Health Centers.

This program is now under way. We now propose to improve
and enlarge the scope of this program to include another and re-
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lated problem. Primarily, the new Community Mental Health ap-
proach considers the drug dependent person’s troubles as a mal-
functioning of ordinary social participation in community life. If
this be so, what is the need any longer for incarceration and pun-
ishment. The physical aspect of drug dependency cure is today a
relatively minor matter, taking 10 days at the most to restore the
most desolate Alpha Drug user to a normal metabolic state. It is
beyond this point that drastic change in our laws is demanded.

Punishment, the threat of pain, the negative reinforcement prin-
cipal to control human conduct will be replaced under the proposed
legislation by that which has always been the most successful in
every age, control with an option after medicine, education, persua-
sion and example.

If the Commonwealth by legislation makes this basic shift in
social treatment from punishment to therapy, then the drug de-
pendent persons among the citizenry will have a glimmer of hope for
a new life ahead for themselves in a modem and human environ-
ment, their potential unshackled, their dreams and aspirations for
one another unbounded.

The attached legislation, we submit, is a fundamental thrust
aimed at the dignity of all human beings.

Unless we do something at once with such a change in basic
premises, old terms and still older concepts will doom the entire
mental health program of the Commonwealth aside from the plight
of drug dependent persons.
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App. A

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act providing for the regulation of the use of drugs and
FOR THE CARE AND CURE OF DRUG DEPENDENT PERSONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by in-
-2 serting after chapter 948 the following new chapter:

3 CHAPTER 9lfi
4 Prevention, Care and Cure of
5 Drug-Dependent Persons.
6 Section 1. Definitions. The following words as used in this
7 chapter, unless a different meaning is required by the con-
-8 text or is specifically prescribed, shall have the following
9 meaning:

10 “Administrator”, the administrator of the drug dependency
11 program of the department of mental health.
12 “Commissioner”, shall mean the Commissioner of Mental
13 Health.”
14 “Dependency”, “Drug Dependency”, “Drug Dependent”, A
15 drug dependent person means any individual who habitually
16 uses any regulated drug, as defined herein, so as to endanger
17 the public morals, health, safety or welfare or who has so
18 acquired the habit of using any of such drugs that when de-

PART VII.
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19 prived of such drug, he loses the power of reasonable self
20 control with reference to the use of such drug.
21 “Department” shall mean the department of mental health.
22 “Dependency-Related Crime” shall mean any crime as speci-
-23 fied in section 4 below, the commission of which, by a drug-
-24 dependent person, shall be presumed to be causally related to
25 his dependency.
26 “Regulated Drug” shall mean any substance in any of the
27 four categories defined as follows:
28 “Alpha Drugs” shall mean any of the following, whether
29 produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances
30 of vegetable origin, or independently by means of chemical
31 synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemical
32 synthesis: Cocaine, Opium and derivatives of opium and com-
-33 pounds and related chemical compounds by whatever trade
34 name identified including, but not limited to any substance,
35 compound, salt, manufacture, mixture, derivative, or prepara-
-36 tion which is chemically identified with any of the following:

1. Alphaprodine

2. Anileridine
3. Cocaine

12. Mepiridine
13. Methadone
14. Metopon
15. Morphine
16. Oxycodone

17. Oxymorphone
18. Phenadoxone
19. Pholcodine
20. Phenazoclne
21. Piminodine

4. Codeine

5. Dextromoramide
6. Dihydrocodeine
7. Dipipanone
8. Heroin

9. Hydrocodone
10, Hydromorphone
11. Levorphanol

37 or any drug which the director of the food and drug division
38 of the department of public health may designate as an alpha
39 drug, pursuant to section 3 of this chapter.
40 “Beta Drugs” shall mean alcohol and any of the various
41 chemical compounds that are analogous to alcohol in consti-
-42 tution and used as an intoxicating agent in fermented and
43 distilled liquors including but not limited to any substance
44 which is chemically identified with alcohol, or any drug which
45 the director of the food and drug division of the department
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46 of public health, may designate as an beta drug, pursuant to
47 section 3 of this chapter.
48 “Gamma Drugs” shall mean any of the following whether
49 produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances
50 of natural origin or independently by means of chemical
51 synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and syntheis:
52 Amphetamines and Barbiturates and their derivatives and
53 compounds and related chemical compounds by whatever trade
54 name identified including but not limited to any substance,
55 compound, salt, manufacture, mixture, derivative, or prepara-
-56 tion which is chemically identified with any of the following;

(a) Barbiturates:
1. Amobarbital
2. Aprobarbital
3. Barbital
4. Butabarbital
5. Cyclobarbital
6. Diallybarbituric Acid
7. Heptabarbital
8. Hexethal
9. Hexobarbital

10. Mephobarbital
11. Metharbital
12. Methitural
13. Pentobarbital
14. Phenobarbital
15. Probarbital
16. Secobarbital
17. Talbutal
18. Vinbarbltal

(b) Amphetamines:
1. Amphetamine
2. Dextri-Amphetamine

2, 5 dimethoxy-4-methyl
amphetamine

4. Methamphetamine

(c) Others:
1. Bromides
2. Chloral hydrate and derivatives
3. Ethchlorxynal
4. Ethinamate
5. Glutethimide
6. Meprobamate
7. Methyprylon
8. Methaqualone
9. Paraldethyde

(d) Unclassified, but included herein:
1. glues
2. solvents

57 or any drug which the director of the food and drug division
58 of the department of public health may designate as a gamma
59 drug, pursuant to section 3 of this chapter.
60 “Delta Drugs” shall mean any of the following, whether
61 produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances
62 of natural or vegetable origin, or independently by means of
63 chemical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and
64 chemical synthesis: Hallucenogenics and their derivatives
65 and compounds and related chemical compounds by whatever
66 trade name identified including but not limited to any sub-
-67 stance, compound, sale, manufacture, mixture, derivative, or
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68 preparation which is chemically identified with any of the
69 following:

1. Cannabis 5. Mescaline
2. Dimethyltryptamine 6. Myristisin
3. Lysergic Acid diethylamide 7. Psilocybin
4. Lysergic Acid monoethylamide 8. Psylocin

70 or any drug which the director of the food and drug division
71 of the department of public health may designate as a delta
72 drug, pursuant to section 3 of this chapter.
73 “Eligible individual” shall mean, any individual who is
74 charged with a dependency related crime, but does not in-
-75 dude (a) an individual charged with a crime of violence;
76 (b) an individual charged with unlawfully importing, selling,
77 or conspiring to import or sell a regulated alpha drug; (c) an
78 individual against whom there is pending a prior charge of a
79 felony which has not been finally determined or who is on
80 probation or whose sentence following conviction on such a
81 charge, including any time on parole or mandatory release,
82 has not been fully served; provided, that an individual on
83 probation, parole, or mandatory release shall be included if
84 the authority authorized to require his return to custody
84 consents to his commitment; (d) an individual who has been
85 convicted of a felony on two or more occasions; (e) any
86 individual wlio has been civilly committed under this act
87 or any state proceeding because of drug addiction or depend-
-88 ency on two or more occasions.
89 “Intoxication” shall mean a state of Significant temporary
90 impairment of mental, motor, or perceptual faculties, result-
-91 ing from the ingestion, inhalation, surface application or intro-
-92 duction into the body of any substance.
93 “Judge” shall mean any district court judge, special justice,
94 superior court judge, or justice of the supreme judicial court
95 of the Commonwealth.
96 “Mental Health Facility” shall mean any facility designated
97 by the commissioner for the determination of dependency or
98 the treatment of dependent persons or both.
99 Section 2. Statement of Legislative Intent. This chapter

100 is intended to provide adequate and effective treatment for
101 any drug dependent person electing to undergo such treat-
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102 ment. For drug-dependent persons who have been charged
103 with drug-related offenses, the treatment is offered as an al-
-104 ternative to criminal prosecution, subject to rigorous condi-
-105 tions necessary for public safety. Violators of drug-control
106 legislation who do not themselves use drugs are generally
107 motivated by a predatory profit motive; and it is intended
108 that these individuals remain subject to the full force and
109 penalties of the criminal laws. On the other hand, violators
110 of drug control legislation who are drug dependent commit
111 such violations primarily as a result of their dependency, and
112 as to these individuals, primary reliance is to be placed,
113 where possible, upon medical and psychological treatment,
114 because the sanctions of the criminal law, while protecting
115 society for such drug-dependent persons for a limited period
116 of time, often reinforces rather than alleviates their need for
117 drugs.
118 Drug dependent persons often commit dependency-related
119 crimes in order to obtain the means to obtain a supply of
120 drugs. Those persons who commit crimes of the types spe-
-121 cified in this chapter as dependency-related crimes, because of
122 their physical dependency on drugs are to be treated, where
123 possible, for the drug dependency. In those cases where treat-
-124 ment is refused or fails, or where the crimes committed by a
125 drug dependant person are so serious as not to warrant the
126 risks of treatment, the sanctions of the criminal law must
127 remain for the protection of society.
128 Section 3. Establishment of Drug Program. The depart-
-129 ment of mental health is hereby authorized and directed to
130 establish programs for the diagnosis, treatment and rehabili-
-131 tation of drug dependent persons to study the problems of
132 drug dependents and to develop and promote preventive, re-
-133 search and educational programs relating thereto.
134 The department shall seek to co-ordinate the work of all
135 departments and agencies dealing with the care and treat-
-136 ment of drug dependent persons or with the problems of
137 drug abuse; shall receive annually, and from time to time,
138 reports from all such departments and agencies dealing with
139 the care and treatment of drug dependent persons or with
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140 problems of drug abuse; shall make a continuous study of
141 methods for treating drug-dependency and of other factors
142 relating to the problem of drug abuse in the commonwealth;
143 shall prepare, in co-operation with the department of educa-
-144 tion, materials for use in the schools and in the teachers
145 colleges and the general public relative to the problem of
146 drug abuse; shall, together with the commissioner of the de-
-147 partment responsible for their maintenance, inspect all public
148 facilities for the treatment of drug dependent persons and
149 make recommendations to the departments; shall consult
150 with the commissioner of any department concerning the es-
-151 tablishment of new facilities for the care and treatment of
152 drug dependent persons; and shall report annually to the gov-
-153 ernor and to the general court its findings and recommenda-
-154 tions. The department may require of any department, corn-
-155 mission, board or officer of the commonwealth which has
156 information relative to the problems of drug abuse such infor-
-157 mation as may be helpful in carrying out the purposes of
158 this section. The department may negotiate with the corn-
-159 missioners of any county except Suffolk and with the penal
160 institutions commissioner of Boston relative to the establish-

-161 ment of treatment facilities at jails and houses of correction.
162 The commissioner shall appoint an administrator of the
163 drug dependency program.
164 The administrator shall work in conjunction with any found-
-165 ation or scientific organization in any program designed to
166 develop information relative to the understanding, care, study
167 and treatment of drug dependency.
168 The department may solicit and shall accept in the name
169 of the commonwealth for use in relation to the problems
170 of drug abuse any gift of money or property made therefor
171 by will or otherwise, and any special grant of money, services
172 or property from the federal or state governments or any
173 of their agencies or from private foundations or sources.
174 Any money received under this paragraph shall be turned
175 over to the state treasurer and may be expended by the
176 department in accordance with the conditions of the gift or
177 grant without specific appropriation.
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178 Section 4- Authority of Director of the Division of Food
179 and Drugs to Designate Additional Drugs to Categories.
180 (a) The director of the division of food and drugs shall have

power to make findings on the nature of any drugs including181
183 those not set out in any of the four categories enumerated
183 in section 1 above, and shall have the power to add to or
184 remove from any of the categories such drugs if the nature

of such drugs so warrants, after hearings in accordance with185
the administrative procedure act.186
b) But in no case shall an additional drug be included in187
any of the above categories unless such drugs operates chemi-188

189 cally upon nervous system in the same way as at least one
of the drugs in the above categories, to produce analagous190
intoxication or dependence to a substantial degree,191

Section 5. Right to a Detei'mination of Dependency.192
Drug Related Crimes; Affidavits.193

a) Any eligible individual who is apprehended for any de-194
pendency related crime as specified in Clause (b) of section195
5 of this act, and claims by affidavit that such commission196
was causally related to his dependency on any regulated drug197
or on any drug which is included therein pursuant to the198
chapter shall be delivered within twenty-four hours directly199
to the nearest facility designated by the commissioner of men-200
tal health for the purposes of determining drug dependency.201
b) For the purposes of this act, dependency-related crimes202
shall include: (1) public intoxication, (2) all violations of203
drug-control statutes relating to alpha, beta, gamma and delta204

205 drugs, (3) larceny, (4) burglary, (5) prostitution, (6) any
crime committed for the purpose of obtaining money or mon-206
ey’s worth which is not a crime of violence.207
c) The form of the affidavit referred to in clause (a) sec-208
tion 5 shall be as follows:209

210 I hereby certify that
211 (name of party charged)
212 I am physically dependent on
213 (name of drug)

and that any dependency-related crimes which I have com-214
mitted have been committed as a result of this dependency.215
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216 d) The affidavit proscribed in clause (c) of section 5 shall
217 require no notorization to be effective for the purposes of
218 this act.
219 e) Each booking officer at every police station in this state
220 shall be provided with copies of this affidavit, and shall inform
221 every person brought before him to be booked for a depend-
-222 ency-related crime of his choices under this statute in the
223 following manner: ‘‘lf you (the party to be booked) have
224 committed this crime -because of physical dependency on
225 drugs or alcohol, you have the right to be given treatment
226 instead of being prosecuted for this charge. You may sign
227 this form, and will then be tested to determine whether or
228 not you are physically dependent on drugs or alcohol. This
229 form will not be used as evidence against you in any criminal
230 proceeding.”
231 f) The affidavit referred to in clause (a) of section
232 5 of this act shall not be deemed a confession but an
233 arguendo admission for the purpose of this section only,
234 and such affidavit and any testimony thereto shall not be
235 admissible in any hearing or subsequent trial for purposes
236 of guilt determination or sentencing.
237 Section 6. Determination of Dependency.
238 a) Any such person delivered to a mental health facility
239 pursuant to section 5 of this act shall with due speed
240 to be given tests sufficient to determine his admitted de-
-241 pendence on any drug in categories alpha, beta, gamma or
242 delta.
243 b) In no case shall any person be bailed or discharged until
244 such individual is found to be no longer intoxicated.
245 Section 7. Effects of a finding of non-dependency.
246 If such individual tested for drug dependency pursuant to
247 section 6 of this act is not found to be dependent on any
248 regulated drug, he shall be returned to the police to face any
249 outstanding charges, or released if there are no such charges.
250 Section 8. Appraisal of Choices. If such individual is found
251 to be dependent pursuant to section 6 of this chapter, he
252 shall be brought before a judge and appraised of his choices
253 under this act.
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254 Section 9. General Conditions of Treatment, (a) An indi-
255 vidual found to be dependent on any regulated drug shall be
256 given the choice of (1) agreeing to undergo such course of
257 treatment as shall be proscribed for him by the director of
258 the mental health treatment facility to which he is assigned,
259 or (2) facing criminal prosecution on all dependency-related
260 charges outstanding against him. (b) The terms and condi-
261 tions of the choice of treatment under section 8 shall be the
262 following; (1) treatment shall not exceed two years or the
263 maximum consecutive sentencing under dependency-related
264 criminal charges arising from the initial apprehension of the
265 individual electing under section 8 except as provided in sec-
266 tion 11, (relating to recidivism while on treatment.) (2) all
267 such charges and the statute of limitation applicable thereto
268 shall be abated so long as such person continues in treatment
269 according to the terms of this statute or if such person is
270 either; (a) discharged as cured, or (b) completes the maxi-
271 mum mandatory treatment period, or (c) is discharged under
272 a Writ of Habeas Corpus for want of adequate treatment
273 as described in section 11 of this act than any charges abated
274 under clause (b) paragraph (2) of section 8 shall be barred.
275 (4) If such person wilfully fails to be present for such treat-
276 ment as prescribed by the director of the facility to which he
277 is assigned, then, in the discretion of a magistrate, upon the
278 application of such director, such individual may have his
279 treatment terminated and may be tried under the charges
280 abated under clause (b) paragraph (b) of section 2. (5) Such
281 individual may at any time choose to terminate the treat-
-282 ment provided for in this statute by demanding speedy trial
283 on the charges abated under clause (b) paragraph (b) of
284 section 2. (6) If such individual demands trial pursuant to
285 clause (b) paragraph (b) of section 2, the fact that such in-
-286 dividual initially chose treatment pursuant to this statute or
287 chose to terminate treatment pursuant to paragraph 5 of
288 clause (b) of section 8 or the time spent in treatment shall
289 not be a part of the record of the trial of the abated charges
290 for any purposes, including guilt determination and sentenc-
-291 ing, without this consent. (7) If any individual demanding
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292 speedy trial under paragraph 5 of clause (b) of section 8 is
293 found guilty of the abated charges, any sentence imposed
294 upon him for such abated charges shall be reduced by the
295 time in treatment whether or not such treatment or time in
296 treatment was part of the record before the trial judge at
297 the time of sentencing.

298 Section 10. Recidivism, crimes not related to dependency,
299 committed under treatment.
300 (a) If during the time an individual is under treatment
301 pursuant to this statute, he is charged with an offense not
302 enumerated in clause (b) of section 5 as a dependency related
303 crime, he shall be tried for such crime notwithstanding any
304 abated Charges.
305 (b) At a trial pursuant to Clause (a) of section 10 of this
306 act, there shall be no joinder of any charges abated under
307 paragraph 2 of clause (b) of section 9, without the consent
308 of the individual so charged; and no determination on such
309 abated charges except pursuant to the procedures prescribed
310 in this statute.
311 (c) If an individual is found guilty pursuant to clause (a)
312 of section 10 of a charge that is not dependency related,
313 after such determination of guilt, but before sentencing, such
314 individual shall either be tried for any abated charges under
315 paragraph 2 of clause (b) of section 9 or such charges shall
316 be barred. The trial judge shall then sentence such individual
317 upon all charges of which he was found guilty pursuant to
318 clause (a) of section 10 and clause (c) of section 10.
319 (d) If such individual is found innocent pursuant to clause
320 (a) of section 10, he shall be returned to treatment as though
321 no charges had been made.
322 Section 11. Recidivism, dependency-related crimes com-
-323 mitted during treatment.
324 (a) If during the time an individual is under treatment
325 pursuant to this statute, he is charged with a dependency-
-326 related crime as enumerated in clause (b) of section 5, he
327 shall immmediately be brought before a judge for a
328 hearing.
329 (b) At the hearing, the judge may decide, with the con-
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330 sent of the individual, that notwithstanding such charges, the
331 individual shall be returned to or continued in treatment. In
332 such case, the new charges shall be abated under the same
333 terms as the original charges, but the mandatory period of
334 treatment shall be measured from the time of the new charg-
335 es, and may be extended by the sentences applicable to the
336 new charges, not to exceed two years.
337 (c) At the hearing, the judge may determine that prosecu-
338 tion of the charges referred to in clause (a) section 11 of
339 this act, is permissible, notwithstanding any consent of the
340 individual so charged.
341 (d) If an individual comes to trial under clause (c) of sec-
342 tion 11 of this act, the charges referred to in clause (a)
343 of section 11, shall be treated as non-dependency related
344 crimes according to the procedures set out in clause (a) of
345 section 10, clause (c) of section 10, and clause (d) of sec-
346 tion 10 of this act.
347 Section 12. Authority to prescribe form of treatment. The
348 form of treatment under this statute shall be prescribed in the
349 sole discretion of the director of the mental health facility to
350 which he is assigned, including outpatient treatment or any
351 other generally accepted physical or phychological mode of
352 treatment.
353 Section 13. Habeas Corpus for Inadequate Treatment.
354 (a) Upon a writ of habeas corpus by an individual under
355 treatment pursuant to the terms of this act, there shall be a
356 hearing to determine whether the individual is receiving ade-
357 quate treatment for his condition according to the prevailing
358 standards of the medical profession.
359 (b) If it is found that such individual is not receiving
360 adequate treatment as defined in section 12 of this act, then
361 such individual shall be released and all charges against him
362 abated pursuant to paragraph (2) of clause (b) of section 9
363 shall be barred.
364 (c) Nothing herein shall be construed to limit the right of
365 an individual to habeas corpus under the constitution or laws
366 of the United States or the constitution or laws of the Corn-
-367 monwealth of Massachusetts.
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368 Section Ik. Right to Counsel.
369 (a) For the purposes of the right to counsel under the
370 Constitution of the United States or the constitution or the
371 laws of Massachusetts there shall be no distinction between
372 criminal proceedings and mental health proceedings pursuant
373 to this act.
374 (b) In any case, every individual shall have been offered
375 counsel before any determination of dependency pursuant to
376 this chapter.
377 Section 15. Dependency Determination, Fraud. Any in-
-378 dividual who fraudulently obtains or attempts to secure a
379 dependency determination under this chapter shall be punish-
-380 ed by imprisonment in a jail or house of correction for not
381 more than two and one half years or by imprisonment in
382 the state prison for not more than three years.
383 (a) The principal administrative officer in charge of any
384 mental health facility may receive for a dependency determin-
-385 tion and for subsequent treatment any person voluntarily ap-
-386 plying for such treatment.
387 (b) Such person may discontinue such treatment at will
388 and shall be discharged from any facility wherein he may
389 have been receiving treatment, within twenty-four hours of
390 notice of his desire to discontinue treatment.
391 (c) Any information obtained by the staff of the facility
392 pursuant to this act concerning individual cases shall be held
393 in strict confidence, and inviolable and in no case may such
394 information be used in a criminal or civil proceedings.
395 Section 17. Other Facilities to he Added by Department.
396 The department shall establish or provide for the establish-
-397 ment of mental health facilities, for the custody, control, treat-
-398 ment and rehabilitation of drug dependent persons, which
399 shall be under the supervision of a director who shall be a
400 physician who is qualified and experienced in the treatment
401 and rehabilitation of drug dependent persons.
402 The mental health facilities shall be located in institutions
403 under the general supervision of the department of mental
404 health, department of public health, or of the commissioner
405 of correction and they shall be operated and staffed as a
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406 part of such institution, except that the professional staff shall
407 also be approved for appointment by the department. The
408 department may, however, if it deems it advisable, provide
409 for the establishment of such mental health facilities in any
410 hospital or institution. In such case, the board is authorized
411 to contract annually with a hospital or other institution of a
412 public nature or a non-profit corporation to provide the facili-
413 ties and services necessary for such a mental health facility.
414 The director of the mental health facility and his staff shall
415 co-operate with the administrator and make such records
416 available to him as he shall request. The director of the
417 mental health facility shall make an annual report of the activ-
418 ities of the mental health facility to the administrator in
419 such form and manner as the administrator may indicate.
420 After the establishment of a mental health facility, the
421 department may establish or provide for the establishment of
422 such additional mental health facilities as it may deem neces-
423 sary, and may transfer patients from one mental health facil-
424 ity to another if it is deemed medically advisable.
425 The department shall establish or provide for the establish-
426 ment of facilities for outpatient treatment including voluntary
427 treatment, of drug dependent persons at a mental health facil-
428 ity or elsewhere. The department may establish regulations
429 relative to eligibility for outpatient treatment and relative to
430 other aspects of its program.
431 Section 18. Records, Facilities, Transfer.
432 All records, and facilities of the drug addiction rehabilitation
433 board are hereby transferred to the department of mental
434 health.
435 Section 19. Establishment of a Drug Commission.
436 There shall be a sixteen member commission called the Drug

437 Commission organized for the purpose of studying the prob-
438 lems of the control of drugs as defined by this chapter, the ef-
439 fects of the laws of the commonwealth on the control of drugs

440 and any related subject, and it shall be comprised of sixteen
441 (16) members who shall be designated annually, as follows:
442 (1) one member of the general public who shall be designated
443 by the Governor, (2) one member of the Senate who shall be
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444 designated by the President, (3) one member of the House who
445 shall be designated by the Speaker, (4) one member of the Al-
-446 coholic Beverage Control Commission, who shall be designated
447 by that Commission, (5) one designate of the Attorney Gen-
-448 eral, (6) one law enforcement officer acquainted with the prob-
-449 lems of enforcement of drug control legislation to be designated
450 by the commissioner of mental health, (7) two members of
451 the Massachusetts Bar to be designated by the commissioner
452 of mental health, (8) the chairman of the board of registra-
-453 tion in pharmacy, or his designee, (9) the commissioner of
454 education or his designee, (10) the commissioner of mental
455 health or his designee, (11) the commissioner of public health
456 or his designee, (12) the commissioner of public safety or his
457 designee, (13) three physicians qualified to practice in the
458 commonwealth, one of whom shall be a psychiatrist and one
459 of whom shall be a pharmacologist, to be designated by the
460 commissioner of public health.
461 (b) the members of this Commission shall serve Without
462 pay.
463 (c) this Commission shall be given a budgetary allowance
464 to provide for an executive secretary and the expenses of
465 fulfilling their responsibility as set out in this chapter.
466 (d) it shall be the duty of the commission to report from
467 time to time to the legislature or to appropriate commit-
-468 tees or sub-committees of the legislature either upon the
469 initiative of the commission or upon the request of the legis-
-470 lature or committees or sub-committees thereof, and in any
471 case the commission shall file an annual report to the joint
472 committee on public welfare of their doings under this chapter.
473 (e) the Chairman of this commission shall be elected an-
-474 nually by and from the members of this commission.

1 Section 2. Chapter 71 Section lis hereby amended by
2 adding at the end thereof the following paragraph: The De-
-3 partment of Education shall provide textbooks and related
4 educational material to every public school in the Common-
-5 wealth for use in all grades in every school for the specific
6 instruction of all public school children inthe Commonwealth
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7 of the chemical nature and physical and psychological effects
8 of drugs upon humans.

1 Section 3. Chapter 17, Section 12, Chapter 111, Sections
2 4A and 4B and 4D, Chapter 111 A and Chapter 123, Sections
3 62, 63, 64, 65 and 80 are hereby repealed.

1 Section 4. This act shall take effect on January Ist, 1970.
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THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ESTABLISHED UNDER CHAP-
TER 164 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1967 TO MAKE A STUDY
RELATIVE TO THE EXTENT OF THE USE OF HARMFUL,
INJURIOUS AND ILLEGAL DRUGS WITHIN THE COMMON-
WEALTH.

August 14, 1968

Drug Abuse and the Continuing Problem

Drug Abuse Control Proposals for
Legislation, and the Activities of
the Commission

APPENDIX B

MEMORANDUM

TO : ALL COMMISSION MEMBERS

Report of Progress

PART I:

PART H:
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While there is little comment from Boston Police except to
say that “some” drug arrests have been made and that they are
“keeping the peace and maintaining law and order”, drugs are
being illicity used to such an extent this summer in the Capital
City of our Commonwealth that the Boston Herald-Traveller
was able to report on June 26, 1968, about activities in broad day-
light on Boston Common as follows:

There is more religion here than in church. The “religion” often takes
on impromptu ritual. Incense is sometimes burned. Some hippies, before
somking their pot or “taking a trip”, will lay their trinkets out on the
grass before them beads, pins, medals.

Sometimes they will “send our animals” on trips. A little black cat,
snoozing on the grass was said to be on an “acid trip

....
has been for

days
.... but only a few miles (milograms of LSD) The hippies insist

on sharing, it seems, even with animals.

Boston Public Health Commissioner Andrew Sackett has ordered a study
of hippies on the Common to determine if they are polluting the area.

Dr. Sacket't’s action was taken upon instigation by City Councilman
Jerry F. O’Leary.

“I asked him to place medical personnel from his department on the
scene,” said O’Leary, “and to take whatever samples are necessary to
determine if a public health threat to the citizens of Boston exists.”

The Commissioner has ordered a probe of sanitation conditions and
refuse disposal in the area and a study to determine if conditions among
the hippie colony are promoting the spread of infectious hepatitis and
venereal diseases.

In addition, frequent samples are to be taken of water in the Frog Pond
to Stem any possible contamination there.

Heading the study are Dr, Fred Maloof of the adult health service
department and Daniel Milano of the environmental division.

And all this, of course, is in open violation of the laws of our
Commonwealth. Thus, as the Commission on Drug Abuse Control
reconvenes again to continue its work, there is no doubt at all
any more about the basic issue before us when we first convened.
Drug laws are being abused to such an extent, it is called religion
by some hereabouts.

PART I.

DRUG ABUSE AND THE CONTINUING PROBLEM
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The drug problem among young persons from the ages of 14 to
30 has in fact reached near epidemic proportions. There is no
city or town that has not had an influx of drugs. Some have
received more publicity than others because of larger number of
arrests. However, no community is now free from the crass indul-
gence and experimentation in drug stimulation. Two things are
unfortunate. First, many parents are completely unaware of
what their children are doing —• they become dumbfounded and
shocked when confronted with the police at their door for their chil-
dren. Secondly, what many do not realize is that this is not
merely a manifestation of modern and complex times. Self-indul-
gence, the over-stimulation of the senses, the seeking for escape
from reality permeated past civilizations. In the midst of some
of history’s greatest achievements in the Persian empire, the
Graeco-Roman empire, the Egyptian dynasties, the use of mind
exciting drugs and other sensuous forms of activity were signs of
the inadequacies of those cultures to bring inner satisfaction to
the individual. However, drug dependence which became com-
mon in so many diverse cultures over the centuries never proved
controllable, nor did it ever bring long-term harmony to the in-
dividual. Once drug dependence takes place, it is coupled with
the sad characteristic of compulsion to continue taking the drug,
the physical or emotional need for the drug, merely to avoid
real ill effects to the body or the spirit when drug use is stopped,
the requirement of everincreasing doses for satisfaction with re-
sulting physical dangers, the fact of ever-continuing experimenta-
tion with more potent drugs and the inevitable increase in emo-
tional instability of the drug user. These results spell real trouble
for the individual as well as anti-social behavior toward society.

In the early growth and development of our nation, our youth
were strongly influenced in their upbringing by the Judeo-Chris-
tian heritage of the Old Testament as exemplified by the American
Puritan ideal.

The struggling early American Puritan, idealized in the history
of our country, had neither the opportunity nor the way of life
that was compatible with drugs and related escape activities. In-
stead, the pleasure domes of the idealized American Puritan
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centered around religious festivals, customs, prayer, acts of char-
ity, study and the joys of family living.

The idealized image of the American Puritan was actually de-
veloped and went hand in hand with the religious concepts of im-
migrants from diverse cultures and diverse faiths, having no geog-
raphic or historic link with the Puritan settlers. There was a
time in this nation when the biblical concepts of morality and
inner faith of the Old Testament were an integral part and parcel
of the American culture.

It is a fact that in today’s American culture these simple activ-
ities do not appear to give satisfaction, and many seek fulfillment
of their personal needs in activities of rebellion or withdrawal.
There are many challenges to our culture today. The question
in this age of increased complexity of society as well as increased
leisure time for the individual, is whether our society will seek
the sterile goals of sensuous pleasure, rebellion or escape from
society. Hopefully, our nation has the strength to study itself
and uncover the extent that our young people are being drawn
into drug habits. A Special Commission has been set up by the
Legislature to investigate the extent of drug use in the Com-
monwealth, its causes, and remedial legislation. However, the
Special Legislative Commission can only explore the outer surface
of this difficult problem. It is also up to our civic and religious
community to take determined steps to strengthen and rekindle
inner personal faith and ideals that carry within them ultimate
solutions.

Almost simultaneously with the mass-mob use of drugs in open
violation of the law came appeals to courts to overrule the laws
of our Commonwealth concerning drugs.

In a case which has been widely reviewed throughout the world,
two youths who claimed a trunkful of marijuana shipped into
East Boston Airport were appreheneded by enforcement officials
and are still pressing their appeals.

In addition to asserting that the laws concerning drugs are prim-
itive in that marijuana is non-addictive and less harmful than
either alcohol or tobacco, their attorneys have raised direct issues

LEGAL RIGHTS TO USE DRUGS ASSERTED
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*

of law demanding Equal Protection, testing Cruel and Unusual
Punishment theories, asserting Protection of Privacy, as well as
Bill of rights, Reserved Powers, Civil Rights, Due Process and
Commerce Clause issuesl .

Should the Commission take a wait-and-see position and await
the Courts? Hardly, in the face of such open abuse and our
clear mandate. Certainly the volumes of testimony of our hear-
ings already held prove beyond all doubt that the results of modern
research are plentiful and cry to us for a rational view of the
whole problem of drugs2 and their abuse. It is therefore incum-
bent on this Commission to review what we have already accumu-
lated and move into the area of enlightened legislative protection to
all our citizens, legislation protective of every personal right, but
protective also of the public welfare, safety, and the social order
things.

i The prominent law firm, Crane, Inker & Oiteri, based in Boston and special-
ists in Drug cases, have raised these issues in the following pending cases:

Com. of Mass. vs. Leis and Weiss (Mass.)

Lawrence White vs. U. S. (U. S. Supreme Court)
State of Florida vs. Borras (Florida)
U. S. vs. McCann (Mass. Fed.)
U. S. vs. Seymour (Mass. Fed.)
U. S. vs. Kurland (Mass. Fed.)
U. S. vs. D’Antonio (Mass. Fed.)
U. S. vs. Von Utter (Mass.)
Com. of Mass. vs. Clark (Mass.)
Maine vs. Mackin (Maine)
Michigan vs. Sinclair (Michigan)
Illinois vs. Taper (111.)
U. S. vs. McLendon (N. Y. Fed.)
U. S. vs. Vial (Mass. Fed.)

2 There are already more than 1600 drugs classified as harmful listed by Food
and Drug Administration to the American Pharmaceutical Association and
the list continues to grow.
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From earlier hearings, statistical information has been accumu-
lated by the Commission and is at its disposal. Up to the writing
of this interim report, there are no conclusive figures available
on the question of just how many or how few of the citizens of
the Commonwealth are actually using drugs illicitly or want to
use them without fear of penalty under the law.

Unquestionably we must separate this fact data from both public
emotional outbursts as well as bureaucratic pyramiding or under-
estimating of statistics. In addition to being scanty, the figures
we do have are in their present form completely unreliable and
misleading for our use in proposing legislation.

For example: where statistically charted, arrests for narcotic
violations are shown as “2000” during a representative period in
one given enforcement area. There is no valid definition of “ar-
rest”, nor is there any way to conjure the number of individuals
involved. It could well be that behind the “2000” figure, there
might be merely 200 individuals repeating and even they might be
only picked up, interviewed, warned, and released.

The figures are unreliable also in an obverse way for the purpose
of recommending legislation. It could well be in the example that
behind the “2000” figure lie 20,000 individuals in the same sta-
tistical area during the same representative period both using
and abusing drugs with no notice from enforcement people.

Conclusion:
This Commission in order to finally assess the problem as

proper for legislation must continue discovery processes.

MEDICAL QUESTIONS
Facing our Commission are the medical/sociological/ psycolo-

gical questions relative to drugs. Just as court case testimony
is conflicting, so also our earlier hearings produced voluminous,
but conflicting, medical information badly needed to assess the

PART 11.

DRUG ABUSE CONTROL PROPOSALS
FOR LEGISLATION AND

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMISSION
STATISTICAL INFORMATION
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truly human problems for what they really are. However, we
have plenty of evidence already which has not yet been properly
evaluated and classified. These are well-defined sciences and dis-
ciplines in 1968 even though not yet in the public domain of
general information. Sophisticated and accurate predictions should
be possible with respect to drug abuse potential in individuals.

Medical men may differ when they come before the Commission;
but there should be no equivocation in our legislative conclusions
on this question as reasonable and scientifically-informed legisla-
tors, become expert.

Summarily, the medical/sociological/psychological testimony-
information we do have ought to be modestly implemented where
gaps exist. As a legislative commission, we ought to come to our
own conclusions.

RESEARCH
To search and research is, of course, the continuing function

of this commission as well as every legislative committee and
commission. Most of our research proper is still to be done and
much of it is laid out for us by the very nature of our task.
There are at least seven other state legislatures working in parallel
courses with the Commonwealth concerning the existant subject
matter.

California leads Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and New York in that
its Commission studied all the others before making recommenda-
tions. We ought to do likewise. In addition, this Commission
calls for research and evaluation of every other system of drug
control extent and much of it is underway in our files or projected.

What Massachusetts needs in the matter of forms of adminis-
trative control of drug abuse will follow the substance of our
overall conclusions written into legislation. There is therefore
much to do yet.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION
It is already obvious that if for no other reason than the cur-

rent inadequacy of its glossary of drugs and drug terms, the Mas-
sachusetts Drug abuse control law is now primitive and must be
re-codified. In doing so, this Commission’s primary task is to
write a law that solves the current, pressing problem of drug
abuse control.
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The new legislation by reason of the information we have al-
ready accumulated must solve in combination problems in

1. Drug Use 4. Education
2. Drug abuse 5. Youth
3. Enforcement of the Laws

of the Commonwealth

Some of the proposed changes or new legislative proposals
mentioned below are examples merely and there is no attempt to
measure the merits of anything thus far suggested or proposed.

1. Arrange present laws in logical fashion.
2. Eliminate or modify the “being present” law,

concerning drugs.
3. Treat juvenile drug users in a special court system.
4. Re-codify present drug laws with changes.

a. the various drugs should be re-classified.
b. the penalties for various offenses should be in proportion

to the offenses.
c. lighten the criminal penalty for possession of marijuana.
d. modify or eliminate the “being present”.

and barbituates.
c. marijuana

10. Wipe out arrest records upon rehabilitation of addicts.
11. Use summons instead of arrest in certain drug criminal

cases.
12. Establish a drug information center for the use of the

police and the public.
There are many more in the files of the Commission, and others

will come to light as we move further along.

5. Provide for non-criminal medical treatment of drug addicts
rather than criminal trials and convictions.

6. Courts should be given additional options in handling of-
fenses.

7. Arrest records should not be kept where no conviction
results.

8. Drugs should be given three different categories;
a. the opiates, heroin, morphine and cocaine.
b. dangerous drugs, including LSD, S.T.P., amphetamines

9. Reduce the penalties for possession of certain drugs from
felony to misdemeanor status in criminal prosecutions.
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The Research Department in the Office of The Commissioner
of Probation has compiled the following information on youthful
offenders (ages 17 20 inch) from court appearance forms sub-
mitted for the first five months of 1968.

Number of youthful offenders appearing in Massachusetts courts
on drug offense complaints:

MALES 651
FEMALES 128

TOTAL 779

Ages of Male Youthful Offenders: Ages of Female Youthful Offenders:
Age 17 142 Age 17 20
Age 18 184 Age 18 40
Age 19 167 Age 19 33
Age 20 158 Age 20 35

Total 651 Total 128

Type of Offense (only one listed per offender )

Inhale harmful drug 29
Being present drug 283
Possess Narcotic drug 260
Possess Marihuana 64
Possess LSD 7
Sell drug 32
Conspire to violate drug law 33
Violation of drug law 39
Possess hypodermic needle or syringe 25
False prescription for drug 7

Total 779

APPENDIX C

YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS APPEARING

IN MASSACHUSETTS COURTS
ON DRUG OFFENSES

JANUARY MAY, 1968.
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Residence by Town or City of Youthful Offenders Charged
With Drug Offenses.

Georgetown 1 Quincy 10
Randolph 1
Reading 4
Revere 8

Acton 3
Gloucester 2
Greenfield 2
Groton 2

Acushnet 3
Adams 3
Allston 12

Hanover 2 Rockland 1
Roslindale 5
Roxbury 13

Amherst 1
Hatfield 1Andover 1
Haverhill 4
Hingham 8
Holden 1

Arlington 8
Ashburnham 3 Russell 1

Salem 7Ashland 1
Holliston 1 Salisbury 2

Saugus 5
Scituate 2
Sharon 2

Athol 2
Holyoke 4Attleboro 5
Hopkinton 1
Hull 2

Avon 1
Barnstable 12

Shrewsbury 1
Somerset 1
Somerville 8
S. Boston 4
Springfield 34
Stoneham 3
Stoughton 2

Hyde Park-Bedford 2
Mattapan 8
Ipswich 2

Bellingham 1
Beverly 3

Jamaica Plain 5
Lawrence 27
Lee 1

Boston 50
Boxford 1
Braintree 4

Leominster 6
Lexington 3
Lincoln 1

Brighton 6
Sudbury 2
Taunton 2
Tewksbury 1
Tisbury 4

Brockton 8
Brookline 10
Cambridge 22
Charlestown 2

Longmeadow 1
Lowell 5

Wakefield 2
Waltham 5
Watertown 8

Ludlow 1Chatham 4
Lynn 39Chelsea 11
Malden 2Chicopee 4

Wayland 1
Webster 1

Mansfield 1
Marblehead 4
Marlborough 6
Mattapoisett 1
Medfield 2

Clinton 5
Cohasset 1

Wellesley 3
W. Roxbury 1
W. Springfield 1
Westfield 1
Westminster 1

Concord 1
Danvers 5
Dartmouth 3

Medford 8Dedham 1
Melrose 1Dennis 2

Weston 1
Weymouth 10
Whitman 1
Williamsburg 1
Wilmington 1
Winchendon 1
Winchester 2
Winthrop 4
Worcester 16
Yarmouth 3
Out-of-State 53

Methuen 3Dorchester 10
E. Boston 19
Easthampton 6

Milford 2
Milton 1
New Bedford 36
Newton 18

Easton 1
Edgartown 5

Northampton 5
Norton 1

Essex 1
Everett 6

Norweh 1Fairhaven 10
Fall River 6
Fitchburg 10
Foxborough 1
Framingham 14

Oak Bluffs 4
Oxford 1
Peabody 11
Pepperell 1
Pittsfield 3 779Gardner 3
Provincetown 5Gay Head 2
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*

-Arraigned in district court having jurisdiction over area
of offender's residence 540

—Arraigned in district court other than that having juris-
diction over area of offender’s residence

.... 239

Total 779

YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS APPEARING IN
MASSACHUSETTS COURTS ON DRUG OFFENSES
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APPENDIX D. (Continued)
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THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ESTABLISHED UNDER
CHAPTER 164 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1967 AND
CHAPTERS 48 AND 101 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1968
TO MAKE A STUDY RELATIVE TO THE EXTENT OF
THE USE OF HARMFUL, INJURIOUS, AND ILLEGAL
DRUGS WITHIN THE COMMONWEALTH.

The officer or official in charge

I. How many incidents of drug use, possession or sale oc-
curred within your jurisdiction in 1967 and January 1,
1968, through June 30, 1968?

Please return this Questionnaire at once to:

Special Legislative Drug Abuse Control Commission
Room 482
State House
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

SENATOR BERYL W. COHEN
Senate Chairman

REPRESENTATIVE JACK H. BACKMAN
House Chairman

BWC: JHB/is

111. Would you favor or oppose change or revocation of
Chapter 94, Section 213 A of the General Laws?
State the reasons for your answer briefly.

APPENDIX E

TO: ALL POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN MASSACHUSETTS

11. How many bookings or arrests did your department make
for violation of the drug laws during the same period?
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THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ESTABLISHED UNDER
CHAPTER 164 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1967 AND
CHAPTERS 48 AND 101 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1968
TO MAKE A STUDY RELATIVE TO THE EXTENT OF
THE USE OF HARMFUL, INJURIOUS, AND ILLEGAL
DRUGS WITHIN THE COMMONWEALTH.

Take notice that you are required to furnish to this com-
mission by return mail your response to this inquiry:

incidents of drug use, possession, or sale occurred in your
school district?

ANSWER: ...

No Signature is Required.

Return this form immediately to:

Special Legislative Commission on Drug Abuse
Room 482 State HouseState House
Boston, Massachusetts 20133

BERYL W. COHEN
Senate Chairman

JACK H. BACKMAN
House Chairman

BWC:JHB/is

2. During the school year 1967-1968, how many pupil-related

APPENDIX F

TO: ALL SCHOOL PRINCIPALS IN THE COMMONWEATH
OF MASSACHUSETTS

1. How many students attend your school?
ANSWER;
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

Resolve reviving and continuing the special commission es-
tablished TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF THE EXTENT
OF THE USE OF HARMFUL, INJURIOUS OR ILLEGAL DRUGS WITHIN
THE COMMONWEALTH.

Resolved, That the Special commission, established by chapter
164 of the resolves of 1967 is hereby revived and continued.

APPENDIX G.

01tr (Cmmnmtuiralth of Masaarljuartta
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4
DALE G. FRIEND, M.D.,

Member of Commission

Drug addiction appeared very early in the development of the
human race. Poppy seeds have been found near the dwellings of
primitive man, and all known natural produces capable of causing
addiction in man have been in use for centuries. No new sub-
stances present in nature in this category have been found in
spite of the extensive search. Plant products capable of exerting
psychological effect have also been in use for centuries. There
have been, however, new discoveries of new substances of this
type even in recent times. There is good reason to believe that
additional agents will be found. However, the very nature of the
action of drugs in this category makes it difficult to develop a
true assessment of their action. It is easy to be misled as to the
effect, if any, on the patient and the type or pattern of its
action. For example, claims made by certain groups that smoking
dried banana pulp or peels, gives a psychological effect is without
foundation. Such could either be a delusion resulting from a place-
bo effect or a hoax put on the squares by the hippies.

Although man has experimented with drug action for centuries,
there appears to bo a new and perhaps a more ominous pattern
emerging in recent years. In primitive societies and probably
through most of known human existence, drug use was confined
to the older, more experienced members of society. Most often
they were used in tribal rites or had a role in the tribe’s worship.
Now, for the first time, we are seeing the use of various drugs
in young, inexperienced adolescents. Alcohol, marajuana, LSD,
various solvents and other agents are now being used in high
school and even in junior high school groups.

There is a great deal of misinformation and confusion concern-

APPENDIX H.

ADDICTION, PSYCHEDELIC EXPERIMENTATION AND
ABUSE OF DRUGS

BY THE CONCERNED GENERATION.
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ing drug abuse. For many years, the scientific world made a
distinction between what was considered drug addiction and drug
habituation. This type of distinction really has no place in our
modern thinking since investigators and people with knowledge
in the know that addiction can be a matter of psychological
dependence as well as physiological dependence and may take place
to a variety of substances even those which are not known to
possess any high degree of addicting propensity. Addicting nar-
cotic drugs such as heroin, morphine, opium, meperidine and
derivaties of these substances have been a source of trouble to
various civilizations through the centuries. At times, large seg-
ments of certain societies have been infected with addiction to
these agents as for example, China in the early eighteenth cen-
tury following the Opium Wars. For the most part, however, ad-
diction to the narcotic drugs has not been widespread in modern
civilizations. It has always been a source of worry, and society
has constantly fought successfully enough so that it has been
restricted to a very limited percentage of the population. For
example, in the early part of this century in the U.S.A., there was
thought to be one addict to opium or its derivatives in every 400
people. This was a result of widespread sale of narcotic containing
patent medicines. After the Harrison Narcotic Act went into
effect in 1914, the rate fell to one in 4,000. There is, however,
good evidence to indicate that the numbers involved are again
increasing at the present time both here and in England.

Clinically, the physician can divide addicts into three general
categories. First, there are the social-economic deprived individu-
als who become addicted through ignorance and bad influences
around them where they are subjected to companions who are
involved in the addiction rackets and carefully led into the ad-
diction by pushers who make supplies available until the patients
are They then are no longer able to resist the effects of
the drug and become victims of the rackets that control the ad-
dicting drug market. Oftentimes, these individuals are not only
socially and economically deprived, but they are individuals of
races which have been discriminated against. They often come
from broken homes, and a great many of them have severe
psychological conflicts created by their surroundings, their station
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in life and the various other factors that have operated to put
them into a situation where they do not feej that they are in the
main stream of life, or have deep resentments, severe mental
suffering and a sense of hopelessness that makes them mentally
receptive to the peculiar euphoric effect of narcotic drugs. In
other words, it seems to these individuals that the solution to
their suffering, both mental and sociological, is the relief afforded
by the drug. They substitute an unreal world of drug euphoria
for the real world which in many cases they feel has rejected
them. It is precisely this group with unsolved emotional and
sociological problems that narcotic addiction has gained such foot-
holds, and it is these individuals that present serious problems in
treatment. A second group are people who become addicted
through medical accident. These are individuals who have a stable
position in society, who have no need for any artificial substitution
for emotional stresses. They become addicted because of the
pharmacological effects of the drug. They are patients who have
suffered some debilitating illness associated with considerable pain
and have been given narcotic drugs for the relief of their pain.
Some time after a period of two or three weeks, the patient
becomes physiologically dependent on the drug, and the cause of
the initial pain, which may by now have been ameliorated, is
substituted for by the pain of addiction withdrawal. The patient
and, often times, the physician are not aware that this is taking
place. It is only after a period of several weeks when there is
no obvious pathological or physiological reason for the pain, that
the physician realizes that the pain now is that of withdrawal.
When this situation is recognized, and the patient and physician
take proper measures to withdraw the patient, these individuals
almost invariably get well. However, they must be handled prop-
erly, and they need firm guidane for a period of time until the
damage done by the physiological dependence has been entirely
eradicated. Finally, there seems to be a third group of individuals
who on the surface appear to have no real emotional or sociological
conflicts, who as a result of experimentation or during temporary
stress, take narcotic drugs until they develop physiological de-
pendence. They then use the drug to mask the difficulty of
facing up to life’s problems. Oftentimes, these individuals are
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most difficult to manage. They tend to return to addiction very
much like the first group although there is less overt reason for
them to do so, and there are more factors working to their benefit
than occurs in the first group. All too often, patients in this
category are likely to be intellectual individuals or professionals
such as physicians, nurses and pharmacists.

Another useful way to classify narcotic addicts is to consider
the psychological emotional make up of the individual. If addicts
are looked at in this context, they tend to resolve into categories.

First, there are those with inadequate personality these are
the passive, dependant, demanding patients who expect society to
take care of them. They are self-centered,' immature and can not
solve life’s problems. These individuals solve their anxiety and
frustration with narcotics.

Second, there are the hypomanics who have high energy but un-
realistic aspirational goals and overactivity physically. This can
lead to frustration and failure. This type of person must continu-
ally win approval of others. This accelerates hisj activity until he
may be under serious pressure and take drugs to slow down and
relieve pressure. Narcotics inhibit his self-critical faculty, and this
insulates him from reality.

Third, this group is characterized by depression and an extreme-
ly critical attitude blaming himself and others. This attitude
makes him fearful of mistakes, and he underacts when frustrated,
thus seeks oblivion. Drug addiction allows him to feel normal
since he is less critical. However, use of drugs in turn makes him
feel more helpless and can lead to overdose and death.

Fourth, there is the cyclical addict who alternates between
hypomania and hypodepression. His mood correspondingly fluctu-
ates between aggression and dependency. Various drugs are used,
depending on mood, from amphetamine to narcotics.

Narcotic drugs will affect every living tissue. Individuals ex-
posed to the effect of addicting drugs for periods from of a few
days to several weeks almost invariably develop physiological de-
pendence. The basis of this dependence has never been thoroughly
explained. We know, of couse, it is not entirely psychological.
Tissues grown in tissue culture and gradually exposed to the effect
of narcotic drugs, will ultimately incorporate some effect from the
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narcotic drug into their growth pattern so that they will die un-
less the drug is supplied. Thus apparently some fundamental
change has taken place in the cells exposed to these agents. The
cell has developed a disordered function which demands that it
receive the drug or injury to the cell will occur. In light of
what we know about the action of certain chemicals known to affect
enzymatic activity and liver cells microsomes whereby they be-
come more effective in metabolizing certain substrates, it is cer-
tainly within the realm of possibility that addicting drugs may in
some way influence these processes. This may in turn be harmful
to the cell itself or cause it to form certain metabolites which af-
fect the cell.

There is another interesting aspect of addiction to drugs whether
it be alcohol, barbiturates or narcotics which is giving many of us
cause for concern. It is now known that most drugs readily pass
the placental barrier and reach the developing embryo in the
uterus. It is well recognized that narcotic drugs pass the placental
barrier and cause addiction in the fetus so that upon delivery,
the infant no longer receiving his supply of narcotic develops
severe withdrawal symptoms. A very uncomfortable period occurs
for a few days after birth until the infant has been weaned from
the narcotic he received from the mother’s blood. Presumably,
these children, once withdrawn, grow up normally. Whether this
is really the case, is of concern since cells thus exposed to nar-
cotic action may well have developed changes in their structure
or function such that once again when exposed to even small
amounts of a narcotic may because of their previous sensitization,
once again become easily affected and thus quickly lead the in-
dividual into addiction. This reasoning might be extended even
further in the case of pregnant mothers who drink alcohol, take
barbiturates and perhaps other drugs. Use of such drugs may
possibly sensitize the developing brain cells in the embryo. In
the normal course of events, the infant is delivered. There is perhaps
a period of restlessness, but no one pays much attention to it and
pass off an inability to sleep, excessive crying, and other manifes-
tations of a mild withdrawal syndrome as part of a normal pat-
tern that can happen to any new bom infant. The child grows
into young adulthood where for the second time, he again meets
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the old sensitizing drug whether it be alcohol, barbiturate, or
narcotics. It may be because of a previous sensitization he im-
mediately develops a craving for the drug that rapidly leads him
into alcoholism, barbiturate or narcotic addiction. Those of us who
have taken careful notes of alcoholic patients find that some of
the most severe alcoholics we have seen are individuals whose
mothers were also chronic imbibers of alcohol. A great deal
more information should be obtained in this respect since preven-
tion of cell sensitization may be a very important aspect in pre-
venting addiction to various types of drugs.

The withdrawal of patients addicted to the narcotic drugs is
not very complicated. Oftentimes with the weak products that are
available on the market today, withdrawal is not a very serious
problem. For example, the street heroin used to contain 50%
heroin, but now the average sample contains about 6%. There are
probably two reasons for this. One being the powerful and effective
drive by narcotic agents to prevent its entry into the country
and their success in seizing huge amounts from time to time.
The second reason is probably the greed of the racketeers who
stretch it as far as they can to increase their profits. In those
who have been exposed to large doses of narcotic drugs, the most
satisfactory form of withdrawal is hospitalization and a substitu-
tion of 1 mg. methadone for each 4 mgs. of morphine or heroin,
or 10 mgs. of meperidine, and over a period about 10 days, this
dosage is rapidly reduced. If the patient becomes restless, the
use of chlordiazepoxide in large does in the order of 50 or 100
mgs. or more, daily, can be used to aid the recovery.

Once the patient is completely off the narcotic drug, it is ex-
tremely important to set up a very careful rehabilitation pro-
gram. In general, if the socio-economic situation can be improved,
this has an important bearing on the recovery of the individual.
There must be a careful follow-up with twenty-four hour supervi-
sion on the part of family, friends, or groups, for many months
after the drug has been withdrawn. Usually, an interested husband
or wife, brother or sister, are able to accomplish more than
social workers, psychiatrists and physicians. It must be remember-
ed by everybody concerned that the patient is extremely vulner-
able. He has no will power to reject the effects of pushers, even
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the slightest emotional disturbance will cause him to become
restless and lead him rapidly back into addiction. Therefore,
someone must baby-sit with the patient continually and be present
to prevent thes sudden, urges to return to the previous adiction.
In recent years, several organizations have sprung up which tend
to afford this type of supervision, and for the most part, they
have been of real use in helping the dependent addict.

Recently, there has been considerable interest in a program of
substituting methadone in very large doses to control the addic-
tion cravings of the former narcotic addict. In the hands of very
devoted, interested workers, there seems to be a reasonable de-
gree of success with this program. Howver, many feel that this is
substituting another weaker acting narcotic and is really not
bringing about) a satisfactory cure of the individual. As has been
pointed out by the many observers, if the addict is so motivated
and can learn to live with his addiction, never increasing his dose
and taking just the amount of drug he needs to keep himself
from getting the severe pangs of withdrawal and avoiding any
excess that might lead to euphoria, he can live for years in
this situation while carrying on a useful occupation, and, on the
whole, being adjusted reasonably to society. Therefore, many
suspect that actually what is happening in the methadone pro-
gram is really this type of existence which is known to be reason-
ably effective from experiences in the past.

There is no doubt there is considerable need for improvement
in the management of addicted individuals. Certainly, those in
socio-economically deprived areas should be, if at all possible, re-
moved from these areas, retrained, rehabilitated and reestablished
in useful, productive jobs in ares where contact with narcotics
would be almost impossible because of lack of the drugs and the
apparatus for getting the drugs to the individual.

Barbiturates, amphetamines and meprobamates are also addict-
ing drugs. Usually, dependence develops after these drugs have
been abused severely. Large doses, in the order of 4 to 6 times
the usual dose, given over long periods of time, is usually the
cause. Since withdrawal can be dangerous, leading to agitation or
convulsions, the patient is locked to the drug until competant medi-
cal help can be given. Abuse of these drugs leads to serious
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deterioration both mental and physical, and the victim is seriously
ill. Usually withdrawal can be accomplished without much dis-
tress by gradually reducing the dose. Use of a tranquilizer such
as chlordiazepoxide and the anticonvulsant, diphenylhydantoin, are
usually helpful. However, complete cure is at times most difficult
because of the underlying personality.

Finally, individuals can become addicted psychologically to many
drugs alcohol, tobacco, propoxyphene and a host of others.
Although drugs of this type can be withdrawn successfully, the
initial reason for their abuse presents the greatest problem. In
this regard, I am reminded of a recent-day parody of an ancient
quote, “We have met the enemy and they us.” As the drug is
withdrawn, the patient does not like what he sees. Since it is
his emotional instability or psychological aberrations that led to
the drug abuse in the beginning, it is the real problem, and unless
it can be resolved, permanent cure is not likely. However, with
skillful guidance, effective persuasion, education and development
of new interest and outlooks, the majority of these individuals
will do well.

The principal hallucinogenic drugs at the present time are
lysergic acid diethylamide and its derivatives such as lysergic acid
monoethylamide, the active principle of the seeds of the Mexican
morning glory which is about 5% as potent as LSD., Mescaline
from the Mexican cactus, Myristicin from Nutmeg, Psilocybin
from the toxic mushroom, Psilocybe mexicana and is active
principle, Psylocin, Dimethyltryptamine, and of course, Marajuana
and Methamphetamine, and more recently (2,5-dimethogy-lemethyl-
amphetamine) known as (STP) specially processed petroleum,
have been introduced as drugs which bring about severe hallu-
cinogenic and mind altering properties. Many agents are used by
sniffers from highly volatile solvents such as the toluenes to even
gasoline.

Drugs in this category have created an unusual amount of at-
tention in recent years and certainly provoked much controversy.
They are at present a serious problem and are presenting a chal-
lenge both to society and to medical science. They are all cap-
able of producing various degrees of hallucinogenic distress and as
a consequence of this action, have been called by various names
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such as psychotogenic, psychotomimetic and psychedelic, the latter
meaning mind manifesting. Their use like that of the narcotics
arose in antiquity. It is said that the Vikings worked themselves
into a war-like mood by munching on the poisonous mushroom,
Amanita Muscaria, and these same mushrooms as well as mescaline
were used in the religious ceremonies of the Aztecs. Even today,
members of the North American Church use mescaline in their
rites. The use of marajuana as hashish is also ancient. It is said
to have been a tool in the hands of hashishin. This word meaning
takers of hashish gave origin to the term assassin, meaning one
who took hashish to induce ecstatic visions of paradise before he
set out to face martyrdom in the course of performing a treach-
erous murder.

LSD or Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (Acid) effect was discov-
ered accidently by Alfred Hoffman, a Swiss chemist, in 1943,
when he tasted some of it. The drug had been synthesized in
1938 by Stoll and Hoffman in the course of their work on ergot
derivatives. It is the most potent of the hallucinogens. A dose
of 75 to 150 meg. will give a hallucinogenic effect. Doses of 1.0
mg. have been used with a serious disruption of mental processes.
A dose of about 15 mg. will kill.

Mescaline is given in a dose of 200 to4oo mg. to induce the
usual effect. Psylocybin requires a dose in the order of 10-20 mg.
for proper action.

The amphetamines are a comparatively recent source of central
nervous system stimulants. They were first synthesized in the
1930’s by AUes who was trying to make a cheaper substitute for
ephedrine. Methyl amphetamine was prepared by Japanese chem-
ists and used by them as an antisoporific in World War 11.
Subsequently, many derivatives of amphetamine have been syn-
thesized. Racemic amphetamine and its dextro rotary compon-
ent and methamphetamine are widely used in a variety of situa-
tions, many of which led to severe abuse such as auto and truck
drivers employing them so that they could remain awake to drive
longer distances, housewives getting a lift while reducing, stu-
dents using them to keep awake to study more and now hippies,
meith heads and speed freaks. The latter may inject 50 to 100
times the usual dose of methamphetamine.
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Hallucinogenic properties of the hemp was originally obtained
by eating a small amount of hashish whereas now, it is more
popular to smoke the powder prepared from the tops and leaves
of the female plant. This is 3 to 4 times more potent than taking
it by mouth. The exact dose is now known, but 2/3 of a ciga-
rette or 1 to 4 gms. of dried powder will give hallucinations.

It must be remembered our present day situation as regards the
use of hallucinogens is not unique. We need only to recall the
ether parties of the early 19th century where young people would
assemble to sniff ether and have a hilarious time. Out of these
parties. Knowledge of effects grew which culminated in its intro-
duction into medicine by William Morton in 1846. Likewise,
nitrous oxide, first known as “laughing gas,” was used in similar
circumstances. Inhalation was widespread and such outstanding
scientists as Humphrey Davies experimented with it. It is he who,
as he was going under the influence of nitrous oxide, suddenly
thought that he had the secret of the universe. He immediately
asked for pencil and paper so he could write the most profound
message. Upon awakening, he eagerly sought the paper only to
find that he had written, “Gad, the stench is awful.” It is highly
probable that much of the socalled mind stretching so widely
claimed by some users of hallucinogenic drugs will end up with
just about as much relevance.

The hallucinogens except for bufotessin and dimethyltryptamine
are readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. For example,
LSD appears in the blood extensively bound to plasma proteins.
It does not appear to have an affinity for any special site, and only
low concentrations are found in the brain. Its psychological ef-
fects depending on the dose, may persist from 6 to 12 hours.
Mascaline is found concentrated in the kidney, liver and spleen. It
is mainly excreted unchanged in the urine. Up to 90% of a given
dose can be recovered. Similarly, a high concentration of psilocy-
bin is found in the kidneys and liver. There is no accumulation in
the brain.

These drugs generally affect the peripheral autonomic nervous
system as well as the central nervous system. Reactions to hallu-
cinogens simulate very much an overstimulation of the sympath-
etic portion of the autonomic nervous system. The pupils dilate,
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the heart rate increases, and there is a rise in systolic and dias-
tolic arterial blood pressure. There may also be some increase in
blood glucose level. There is also commonly an increase in spinal
reflexes, such as, for example, the kneee jerk.

The psychic effects are most significant as far as the central
nervous system and mental functioning is concerned. There is dis-
tortion of sense perception. For example, vision becomes altered,
there are hallucinations. Dream-like thoughts occur; dream imag-
es appear, and there is a de-personalization of the individual. The
emotional reaction which is usually present, varies from one of
euphoria and a sense of well-being to a sense of great pleasure and
excitement to the opposite extreme of extrem anxiety and de-
pression with the mood changing frequently during the periods of
intoxication. The type of reaction is influenced considerably by
the environment, the personality of the individual, the dose of the
drug, the psychological conditioning and the indivudal’s basic emo-
tional pattern. As to the mechanism of action in the central
nervous system, very little is known. It is thought that there might
possibly be some effect on neuro transmitters such as epinephrine,
norepinephrine, serotonin, acetylocholine or even histamine.

Although these drugs have been in use for many centuries,
there is still no real consensus of opinion as to how important an
effect they may have on the individual using them for any length of
time. Certainly, enough evidence has now been obtained to know
that LSD does produce very serious disturbances in the indivi-
dual. It has led to severe changes in personality structures, emo-
tional confusion, deterioration and the peculiar situation where
there is a reentry of the hallucinogenic effect weeks or even
months after the use of the drug has been discontinued. Reports
from large city hospitals such as the Bellevue Hospital in New
York indicate that there are a good number of young individuals
turning up with acute psychoses resulting from the unsupervised
use of LSD. There individuals have overwhelming fear, uncon-
trolled violent urges, strong hallucinations, which has led to homi-
cide, and in certain instances, have required prolonged periods
of hospitalization for treatment.

Treatment consists of using a phenothiazine in adequate dosage
to bring about as calming a state as possible, reassurance of the
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individual who may be very sensitive and feel that he is in a
hostile environment and subject to possible personal injury even
through such does not have any basis in fact.

Marajuana or Pot is one of the oldest of the psychopharmacolo-
gical agents and one that is now most extensively used in modern
day youthful society. The active principle is tetrahydrocanabol.
This agent now smoked as a cigarette which makes it more potent,
was formerly taken in the form of a sweetmeat as hashish. Eating
hashish was popular around the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury. In the avant garde society such as occurred in Paris at
that time, groups met to eat the drug. Charles Baudelaire, the
French translator of Poe, was a very active member of such a
group which met at the Hotel Pimodan. His description of the
effects as given in his book “des Paradis Artificiel” are classic.
He described three stages of drug action, the initial phase being
hilarity, uncontrollable laughter, giggling, even the most mundane
action becoming a subject of great mirth to the intoxicated. This
phase was followed by extremely increased sensitivity of sight,
hearing, touch and smell, gradually merging into hallucination.
This is followed by sleep, then the next day fatigue, emotional
instability, inability to apply self and a severe hangover.

Unfortunately, there is not much accurate data as to the dose
or the pharmacological action in spite of its long use by millions
of people. Fortunately, marajuana in comparison to LSD is rather
weak. There may occur all the aspects of the LSD action, hilarity,
flight of ideas, weakness, increased hearing and increased visual
sensibility and visual and auditory hallucinations and a disturbed
sense of time. There is also an alteration of sensation such as,
for example, the individual may feel that all the flesh has droped
away from his body and that he seems to be walking on his
bones. This distortion of time and other senses may lead to very
pleasant hallucinations such as vivid colors, many types and pat-
terns of color and forms. On the other hand, such distortions
can bring about a very frightening anxious state in the individual
who feels that he is losing contact with reality. This may pro-
foundly affect his emotional structure so that he has a dreadful
period of time until the effects of the drug wears off.

The most dangerous of the recently introduced drugs are the
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amphetamines, especially methamphetamine and 2,5 dimethoxy-4-
methyl amphetamine (STP). These produce extreme overaction,
euphoria, tremors, all the signs of sympathetic overactivity and
extreme intoxication which can lead to extreme elevation of blood
pressure, tachycardia and a shock-like state requiring enormous
doses of phenothiazines to counteract the effect. The chronic user
of the amphetamines may become psychotic, have all the auditory
and visual hallucinations, hyperaltertness and the tremors which
are a hallmark of the action of these drugs.

Glue sniffers are a special problem. Usually adolescent boys
who seemingly cannot resist the tendency to use various solvents
for the peculiar euphoria they seem to create. Reports of serious
brain damage from this practice are not unique.

The problems presented by the hallucinogenic drugs are con-
siderably different from those of the additing drugs. These
agents, for the most part, do not produce physiological depend-
ence or withdrawal symptoms. They may, however, lead the patient
to psychological dependence in that they become a way of life or
a means of helping the patient adjust to underlying emotional
tensions or as a means of dulling, changing, or creating an excited
sensory state, or finally as a means of avoiding social, emotional
or other conflicts which may be painful to the individual. They
also serve as a means of exhibiting rebellion against parents,
authority and society in general.

Although some of us are shocked at the Hippy movement and
the present day behavior of a certain segment of our youth, we
should not be. Such signs of rebellion against established society
have been with us since ancient times. It has been traced to
ancient Egypt, and even Socrates expressed concern about the
young men of Athens their long hair, indolence, distain for
adult values, etc.!! Every century has seen such outbreaks, but
as history shows, not all was lost, and the youth as they matured,
faced the problems of their day and age as will our youth today.

In talking to the Hippies as a member of the Governor’s Com-
mission on Drug Abuse, one is struck by the apparent unreality
of the situation. Here were highly intelligent youths capable of
discussing political, scientific, ethical and moral issues with a
high order of significance who on the surface were dirty, wore
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dirty ragged clothing, lived in filthy quarters and seemingly had
rejected most of the things our society considers necessary. They
admitted they were drug users of LSD, marajuana and ampheta-
mines but denied need or use of narcotic drugs. They divided drugs
into two categories: problem and non-problem drugs. Heroin and
opium derivatives, they consider problem drugs and claim they
seldom use them. LSD, marajuana and the amphetamines with
perhaps the exception of methyl amphetamine are not problem
drugs. They say they never had to pay for drugs, but are sup-
plied by others. Some claim they make 300 400 dollars a
week end selling these drugs to teen agers and oher hangers on.
They vehemently condemned a society that permitted tobacco
and alcohol to be advertized and pushed with society’s acceptance,
while on the other hand, making such restrictive laws against
drugs then considered not especially harmful such as marajuana.

In interviewing the judiciary, it was apparent that drug abuse
problems are extensive and spreading. Furthermore, it is involving
younger and younger segments of the population. The judges
pointed out the difficulty in handling drug abusers. Time and
again, they said, an unkempt youth obviously confused, under
the effect of a drug and with all the evidence available would ap-
pear in their courts. They would sentence them. There would
be an appeal, and when the case comes to the next court, there
would be an entirely different situation. The youth would be
clean, alert and present a paragon of virtue which would make
the next judge wonder what was going on in the first court.
This situation, to say the least, is frustrating. Many have expressed
fear about the severe penalties for possession. It was reasuring
to know that jurists were careful to use the laws now available
wisely. Obvious first offenders with a few cigarettes were given
suspended sentences or let off with a warning. The Federal
Bureau of Narcotis report for 1966 shows that of the marajuana
violators 70% had prior felony convictions. Average age was
29 years. Only 21% of all convictions were for illegal possession.
Only 3% were students, and only a third of these or 0.8% of all
violators were indicted for illegal possession. The data leads to
the conclusion that the typical violator is a professional criminal
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nearly 30 years of age engaged in a lucrative illicit marajuana
traffic.

What is the outlook for this situation? First, I believe edu-
cation is imperative. All youth should know the facts about
drugs. The widespread publicity about the harmful effects of LSD
has led to a marked reduction in its use, and in time, it will prob-
ably revert to an agent only occasionally used by the far out
individual and to the controlled scientific study for any possible
benefits it may have in therapy. Its use now is thought to be
less than 5% and more nearly 1% or even less among college
students.

There will continue to be a problem with the narcotic and other
addicting drugs as there has always been, but in spite of the cur-
rent increase in use of heroin, it will probably taper off as even
the Hippies have no use for it. There will continue to be a few
barbiturate and other sedative drug and amphetamine addicts, but
the new laws restricting their sale will prove helpful here.

The future of marajuana is at present incertain. It is not
physiologically addicting, but it has properties that make it un-
desirable. Its use is expanding. It is estimated that at least 30%
40% of the youth in large Eastern Colleges have used it at least
once. Eighty percent use it only once. About 15% use it week-
ends only, and less than 5% use it to solve emotional problems.
It, like most fads, will probably begin to fade as youth becomes
interested in other things. Like alcohol and tobacco, it is harmful
to society. Alcohol, however, tends to make the subject more ex-
troverted while marajuana tends to make him introverted. This
property may, in the end, prove to be the factor that limits its
use, since our society unlike certain Eastern cultures, is extroverted
and on the whole, is uncomfortable or impatient with introverted
behavior. In other words, as one youngster said, “Who is interest-
ed in sitting in a corner and blowing pretty colored soap bubbles
when there are so many things requiring action?” As to per-
manent harm, there will surely be some especially in unstable
individuals where a latent psychotic pattern may become aroused
or where the drug is substituted for failure to face up to life’s
stresses. Firm and just laws administered with wisdom will surely
see us through these trying times.
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Chap. 15. Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special

COMMISSION OF PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES FOR THE TREATMENT OF
ALCOHOLICS.

Resolved, That a special commission, to consist of three members of the
senate, five members of the house of representatives, the superintendent of the
Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Bridgewater, the director of the division
of alcoholism in the department of public health, and three persons to be
appointed by the governor, Is hereby established for the purpose of making a
study of the programs and facilities available for the treatment of alcoholism,
with a view to providing such improvements in said programs and facilities or
to providing such new programs or facilities as are necessary in treating
alcoholism. Said commission may summon witnesses and compel their testimony
under oath, and may require the production of books, papers, records and
documents. Said commission may travel without the commonwealth. Said
commission may file interim reports, but shall file its final report on or before
June first, nineteen hundred and sixty-eight.

THE

Approved April 20, 1961
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Chap. 15. Resolve increasing the membership of the special commission
ESTABLISHED TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF PROGRAMS AND
FACILITIES FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLICS.

RESOLVE INCREASING MEMBERSHIP

Resolved, That the membership of the special commission, established by
chapter fifteen of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-seven, is hereby
increased by one member of the senate.

Approved April If, 1968
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Chap, 19. Resolve increasing the scope of the special commission established
TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES FOR
THE TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLICS.

Resolved, That the special commission established by chapter fifteen of the
resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-seven shall, in the course of its investi-
gation and study, consider the subject matter of current senate document
numbered 202, requiring the county commissioners of Worcester county to
make use of the Worcester county hospital for certain other purposes than the
treatment of tuberculosis.

Chap. 53. Resolve increasing the scope of the special commission estab-
lished TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY RELATIVE TO PROGRAMS
AND FACILITIES FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLICS.

Resolved, That the special commission, established by chapter fifteen of the
resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-seven, shall, in the course of its investi-
gation and study, consider the subject matter of the investigation and study
proposed by current senate document numbered 658, relative to the confine-
ment of intoxicated persons and alcoholics; of current house documents num-
bered 880, regulating the establishment and operation of halfway houses,
socalled, and rehabilitation centers for alcoholics and persons addicted to
drugs; 2835, authorizing the department of public health to establish a “half-
way house” for the rehabilitation of alcoholics; and 3763, to establish and
maintain a comprehensive program for the control of drunkenness and the
prevention and treatment of alcoholism.

Approved April 22, 1968

ApprovedMay 1968

tityp CCommmuupaltlj of HJaasadjusctta

RESOLVE ENLARGING SCOPE

Sty? fflommotmiralflj of masoarttiuiptfs

RESOLVE ENLARGING SCOPE
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Appointed by the President:

Senator John J. Moakley of South Boston
Senator John J. Conte of Worcester
Senator Harold H. J. Clasky of New Bedford

Appointed by the Speaker of the House:
Representative Harold D. Gould, Jr., of Blackstone
Representative Thomas W. McGee of Lynn
Representative Arnold I. Xpstein of Brighton
Representative Arthur J. Lewis, Jr. of Jamaica Plain
Representative John J, Bowes of Osterville

Appointed by the Governor:

John Donahue of Boston
Hon. Louis H. Glaser of Melrose
Rev. Alfred B. Minyard of Braintree

Designated by the Resolve:
Charles W. Gaughan, Supt., MCI, Bridgewater

Department of Public Health

Senator Beryl W. Cohen of Brookline

Dr. Edward Blacker, Director, Division of Alcoholism,

Olljp (Emnmomupaltlj of fHaanarljuartta

MEMBERSHIP OF COMMISSION
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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION
TO STUDY AND INVESTIGATE

THE PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES FOR
THE TREATMENT AF ALCOHOLICS

December, 1968

To the Honorable Senate and Howe of Representatives:

The Special Commission to Investigate and Study the Programs
and Facilities for the Treatment of Alcoholics created by Chapter
15 of the Resolves of 1967, whose scope was enlarged by Chapter
19 and 53 of 1968 and whose membership was increased by
Chapter 15 of the Resolves of 1968, herewith submits its first
and final report.

We, after having carefully studied the report of the Special
Commission created to investigate and study the Use of Drugs
within the Commonwealth, want to adopt, confirm and ratify
the report of that Commission, with accompanying legislation,
a copy of which is attached hereto and marked Appendix “A”, and
we concur in its findings and conclusions and urge action on its
recommendations without delay.
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1 Cited from the American Journal of Psychiatry, March
1967, vol. 13 and the Report of the Pennsylvania Board of
Parole Study of Addiction by Kurt Konietyko, Ph.d and
Albert Levitt, Ed.M.

*2 Cited from Ch. 9 The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society,
a report of the President’s Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Justice. 1967.

“2 MILLION ARRESTS IN 1965 ONE OF EVERY
THREE ARRESTS IN AMERICA WERE FOR THE
OFFENSE OF PUBLIC DRUNKENNESS.”

3 Mass Mental Health Project, 1965, P. 78

4 Mass. Dept, of Public Health, Division Of Alcoholism, Doc.
#947655

5 In Massachusetts, one out of 16 adults suffers from Alcohol-
ism or Beta Drug Dependence. Mass. Dept, of Public Health,
Ibid, Doc. #947655

“More than 200,000 persons in Massachusetts suffer from Beta
drug dependence.

“Massachusetts has the fourth highest rate of alcoholism among
the states.

“Boston has the second highest rate among cities.
“Alcoholism costs the Commonwealth more than 30 million dol-

lars each year. Of this amount more than 10 million dollars is
being spent by state departments, mainly for containment not
for rehabilitation or prevention. Losses due to unemployment,
medical costs, court procedures and local public welfare are esti-
mated at 20 million dollars a year.

“The Alcoholism Problem in Massachusetts

APPENDIX J.

NOTES, COMMENTS AND CREDITS
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“There are more arrests for drunkenness in the United States
than for any other single category. Every year there are over
iy2 million arrests for drunkenness 35-40% of the total number.

In Massachusetts there are more than 65,000 arrests for drunk-
enness each year; 25,000 of these occur in Boston.

“The processing and handling of these individuals by law en-
forcement and correctional institutions, including police, probation
officers, judges, jails, houses of correction and state prisons, con-
sume an enormous amount of time, energy and money.

“’There are also approximately 6000 arrests each year for driving
while “under the influence of alcohol’’ only a small percentage
of the actual number of drunk drivers on the highways. (An al-
cohol concentration in the blood of .15% constitutes the legal
definition of being “under the influence of alcohol”.)

“The drunk driver is a major source of traffic accidents, particu-
larly fatal accidents. Several studies indicate that of car accidents
which injured or killed persons, 25% to 75% involved excessive
drinking. In Massachusetts more than half of the motor vehicle
accidents which caused injury or death were due to the combina-
tion of alcohol and driving.

“A well-controlled study of pedestrian accidents reveals that 1A
of those killed were “under the influence of alcohol.” Only 5% of
a matched group of pedestrians not involved in accidents were
found to be “under the influence of alcohol.”

“Preliminary studies indicate that alcoholism is the cause of the
welfare status of at least 15% of the individuals who are receiving
public welfare assistance.

“ALCOHOL-RELATED PROBLEMS

“ARRESTS

“TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS RESULTING IN INJURY OR DEATH

“PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENTS

“PUBLIC WELFARE
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“It is estimated that some 2 million persons in the labor force
suffer from alcoholism about 3% of the total force. There is
little question that alcoholism causes job inefficiency, occupational
absenteeism and on-the-job accidents, but adequate data is not
available.

“In our state mental hospitals approximately 1/3 of the patients
have problems with alcoholism, but official records indicate that
only 18% are admitted with a diagnosis of alcoholism.

“The number of patients admitted to general, medical and surgical
hospitals for alcoholism is not known because patients are usually
admitted under some diagnosis other than alcoholism, such as
cirrhosis of the liver or gastritis.

“Studies indicate that more than 28% of those who are admitted
to state TB sanatoria have alcoholism problems. The Boston Sana-
torium reports that patients with alcoholism constitute 63% of
their total population.

Doc. #947655 (ibid) (Mass. Dept, of Public Health)

“INDUSTRY

“HOSPITALS

“TB SANATORIA
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THE FOLLOWING PUBLIC SPIRITED CITIZENS
GAVE FREELY OF THEIR TIME

AND SPECIALTIES TO THE

RESEARCH WORK OF

THE COMMISSION:

Robert Ashford

Edward Billings

Joseph Oteri

Robert Glennon

Edward Harris

N. Jean Jacobson

Michael Risinger

Harvey A. Silverglate

Ann Stamps
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There is an obvious reason why people suffer in lonely confusion
in modem society. Simply stated, today’s society fails to provide
them as in earlier cultures, with stable social roles in which they
can take individual pride and into which they can invest a large
portion of their emotional energy and self respect. This is ap-
parent when solutions to drug use and abuse problems are at-
tempted by legislation. Real solutions lie only within individuals
and their own concern for their own lives. The mounting increase
in the use of drugs is a symptom of the deeply rooted ills within
the society for the temper of a society is the total disposition of
the individuals who comprise it. Legislation should, basically,
provide a functional framework which merely guides citizens to
take responsibility for their personal actions and decisions. This
in turn makes for truly enlightened social advances.

The immediate mounting drug problem must be met with specific
and practical measures which emphasize education, prevention,
therapy and rehabilitation. Punitive measures lead only to post-
poned solutions for all social problems. Why the drug problem
mounts, is the real social question here. Why are more people in
all segments of society turning off when they ought to turn on?
Why are they copping out when they want to plug in? Why do
those wanting to be creatively productive become self-destructive?
Many of our most successful and talented members of established
institutions are suicidal in their euphoric use of alcohol and tran-
quilizers. They cannot face their wives, their children, their as-
sociates, or most important, themselves. They are often the very
ones who are for more punitive measures against other type drug
users. And yet the greatest increase of new users is among the
affluent and educated young, like their own children.

In all groups, business, professional, youth, there are always a
few truth seekers and many sheep who follow. So with the
drug scene. But again, why are drugs, including alcohol, a mount-
ing problem today?

Technologically, materialistically, economically, we are a seem-
ingly prosperous and successful society. From top to bottom, how-

EPILOGUE
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ever, we are an expedient and hedonistic society. We are all part
of the picture and have made it what it is. None of us can point
an accusing finger elsewhere and feel self-righteous. Each of us,
through our individual self-indulgence, self-righteousness, and self-
dilusion, fosters erosion of democracy by promoting man’s will as
a higher measure of judgment than rational law.

Laws that command respect and allegiance from Citizens and
justice that is respected as objective justice remain ever the prime
requirements for a functioning responsive democracy. Yet, laws
mxist always be instruments for the betterment of man to enlarge
his capacity to live fruitfully within a society governed by law.
There is no other purpose for the existence of either laws or social
institutions except insofar as they pi'omote and allow for the ful-
fillment of each man’s individual powers and potential.

We are at a point in our growth as a civilization where there is
a breakdown between the relationship of law and man and society.
Drug abuse is one symptom of this breakdown and the old laws
concerning drugs have become impotent. Thoughtful legislation,
enacted with a sense of empathy, toleration and understanding of
human frailty, coupled with just administration of the law as
written, is our only hope for arresting the decomposition of de-
mocracy.

If the drug users, the young, and our establishment selves con-
tinue the current course of expediency, individual irresponsibility,
and polite dishonesty and civil disobedience, there will be no solu-
tion to the drug abuse problem and there will be a collapse of
democratic government ruled by law and not by men.

Our sick society, of which drug abuse is only one symptom, is
fast becoming terrifyingly similar to that of Europe a generation
ago. The cries for man-dictated ‘law and order’ are becoming more
strident. And those who are out, be they the young, the black, the
poor or the particularly bright, aU feeling increasingly desperate
and helpless, are becoming more irrational and violent. Such a
mood presages government of men and not of law.

What is this moment a prelude to? WiU our Government, Execu-
tive Legislative Judicial, shift the direction soon enough to
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provide for democratic re-birth in terms of now? In terms of gov-
ernment of law and not of men? The foremost task is to the legis-
lature to restore precision to original terns in the law so that
thereafter our brothers in the executive and judicial departments
can temper justice with mercy in applying the law.




